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CALENl)AR·. _.,oR 1913-1914
October 1, 1913, Wednesday, 8:45 a. m ........................ First Semester Begins
November 27, Thursday.................. ;.........................................Thanksgiving Day
December 19, Friday noon. ........................................... Christmas Recess Begins
January 1, 19_1 4, Thursday, 7 :80 p. m ........................Christmas Recess Ends
January 28, 29, SO, Wednesday to Friday.................................... Examinations
January SO, Friday, noon.................................................... First Semester Ends
February S, Tuesday, 8:45 a. m .................................Second Semester Begins
February 18, Wednesday, 10 a. m ........ Annual Meeting of Board of Trustees
February 19, Thursday.................. ·-··················--··························· ·· rrrustees' Day
April I, Wednesday.................................... Review Course for Teachers Begins
May 22, 28, and 26, Friday, Saturday, and Tuesday.... Final Examinations
May 23, Saturday.............................................. Pupils' Recital, School of Music
May 24, Sunday..... ·-···-········································· ..-············Baccalaureate Sermon
May 25, Monday, 7 :SO p. m ......Graduating Exercises, School of Expression_ ·
May 26, Tuesday, 7 :SO p. ril •...Gradnating Exercises, Senior .Class, · Academy
M ·a y 26, Tuesday, S p. m .................... Annual Meeting of Alumni Association
May 26, Tuesday, 7:80 p. m., Graduating Exercises, Senior Class, Academy
May 27, Wednesday, 7 :80 p. m. ...................................Commencement Concert
May 27, Wednesday, 8 :SO p. m .......................................... President's Reception
May 28, Thursday, 10 a. m ............................................................Commencement
May 28, Thursday, 1 p. m .............................................................. ~umni Dinner
May 28, Thursday, 7 :SO p. m ............................................ Commencement Social
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GENERAL REMARKS
Rollins College is t~e old~t institution of ·higher learning in
Florida., ha_v ing been incorporated un_d er the Genera~ Laws of
the Stat~ in 1885, and .opened for the admi~sion of students the·
same year. · In 1895 it _receiv_ed a special charter from ·_the ~egislature. Its ~b)ect, ,as expressed in both- its ch~rters, was to pTovide an institution of Christian _learning, to promote the general
in~erests of e~ucatio·n , and to qualify it~ students to _engage in th_e
~earned professions and discharge honoi;ably · and use~ully the
various duties of life.
.Th_e colle·g e is situated in Winter Park, nve - miles north of
Orlando, the county seat of Orange county. _ It is on the Atlantic
Co,a st Line an~ Seaboard -Air Line railways, a~d is easily accesible from all part·s of the State. The town is in the "high pinen
region, and is su~onnded by beautiful ·s pring-fed lakes, several
of which are connected by navigable streams. From _the shores
of · these lakes the land rises to a considerable height, furnishing
perfect drainage and providing most desirable sites for . buil~g.
r
The village is one of ·the most beautiful in the State. . Its _streets
and sidewalk.s are paved., shaded by rows of large water oaks, and
lighted by electricity., while clayed and shaded roads connect it ·
wit~ other towns to the north and south, and provide · attractive
drives and bicycle paths. It is noted also for its general health~ .
fulness., and is especially free from malarial diseases. _S tudents
afflicted w~th :~berculosis ·or other_ infecti~us .. diseases are not
received.· The . college is supplied with · water from an · artesian
well -':llore than one hundred feet in deptli, which affords an abund- ance of pure water.
Winter Park was designed- by its founders to be a center of
educational influence. This purpose ha·s been steadily kept in
view and has made the town both a ·home and a winter resort for
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intelligent and cultured people. It has ready access to the com~
mercial world, but is sufficiently removed to afford an agreeable
retirement. · B-eing without saloons__:__orange county being "dry"'
- · and places of doubtful amusements, stude~ts . are safe~arded
from temptation and their attention is not distracted from ·-~ heir
work. The college campus is in the southern part of .the 'town,
and consists of twenty-five acres - on· the northwest shore of Lake
Virginia, situated on an elevation ·which affords a ~om.manding view of the lake and surrounding country.
_- .
The students of the college come from Florida and the south_ern portion of Georgia and Alabam_a , from Spanish-speaking _a nd
American families in Cuba, and from all parts of the N «:>rlh. _· The
mildness and evenness of the climate render it possible to study
with open doors ·and windows the winter thro_u gh, and to ·engage
daily ·~ outdoo~ sports; and the purity and invigorating quality
of the air make it an ideal place for the student whose health. -is
imperiled, and whose studies are· interrupted, by the -rigors of
winter in more northern latitud_e&- and by confinement in s~perheated -and ill-ventilated rooms. .
.
The campus, sloping to Lake Virginia, is of unique· be:auty.
It is grassed and planted with semi-tropical and evergreen t _rees,
shrubs, and hedges~ It is the intention of the administration to
· make of it an arboretum-containing · ultimately at least one specimen of every t~ee and shrub of .decorative or other interest that
can be successfuly grown in this climate.
There are twelve buildings on and about the college campusCarnegie Hall, containing the library, reading-room, and admi~:istrative offices; Knowles Hall, containing recitation-rooms, physical laboratory, ~WO chemical laboratories, apparatus, balance . and
dark-rooms, lecture and demons_~ ation rooms ·f or instruction in
science, a museum, an auditorium containing .a $5,000 pipe organ

.
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and - a concert grand piano, and a central s~~ 'heatµig plant;'
Chase Hall,_ Pinehurst Co~age, . ~d LS:ke·s ide Cottage, contain~ .
ing rooms for young men; the Dining_.- -H all; the Lyinan Gymnasi11m; : Cloverle_a f Cottage., a h~~e for yol11:lg . wome~ ·; Sparrell
~ottage, ~ntaining , rooms for niusical instru~ti-on and pra~ce;
the Art Studio; the Pumping Plant; and the · P -r esident,_s H~use. , ..
All but ·t:~1e _last of these -~uildings .a re lighted .by electri~ity. . . A large Kewane~ tank and Dean triplex electric nr~_ pump
supply water through large mains under a press~e of seventy~
·:five pounds to the inch t~ all parts of the campus,.· and each: ff.oo~
of every hµilding i$ reached by a riser and protected by · hose, ,•
resting in brackets and ready f o~ instantaneous use. · There· are
also :fire-plugs between all ·buildings.:
·
The homes for students, be~ides the sleeping . apartments, have
reception-rooms and spa~ous
verand~s.. . Th~y are · under . the
supervisi~n of membe_rs of the faculty or m~trons. . : In ~11 _the
buildings., except Chase Hall, the roo1:11s are arranged fo:r single
occupants.
The lib:ra.ry, which is beautifully and _c onveniently housed · in-Carnegie Hall, · · a nd -which is a desig11ated depository . of United
States ptiblications~ contains· a -well-selected ·collec~ion of ·books .. ·
It is . supplied · with encyclopedias, dictionaries; indexes,_ and ·.o ther
works most useful in the study of special topic•s ,
a · dictionary
card catalo¢u~, arranged in acco~~ance with t~e Dewey ~ystem
of classification.. The total accessions for . the past year amount· to
594, some . of ·the more important .o f . these
bein·g , the Standa~~
Encyclopedia . in twenty-five · volumes; Hammo~d~s New Commercial and Library ·Atla~; Webster's ·New International Dictic~nary; _.
Grang~r"_s Inde~ to· Poetry_and Recitations; Bliss, .E ncyclopedia of
Social Refor.m; Chambers, _. Book of Days, in two v~lumes; the current e dition ·of the Statesman's Year Book and American Year" .
•

I
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Book; numerous works relating to the department~ of .Mathematics,
Science, English., History and Music, and fo.- the use of the debating society. The reading-room in connection with the college
library receives some fifty of the best periodicals, cove-ring the
subjects of general literature and news, music., art, science, gardening, sports ·and out-door life, house-keeping, geography., education;
the mechanic arts, economics and library science. The -Readers,
Guide to Periodical Literature is taken, making magazines of permanent value for reference work. Also, there are in the town a
well-equipped free library and a reading-room.
The college is distinctively Christian in character, but wholly
unsectarian., both in ·spirit and control, seven or eight denominations being _ represented on its Board of Trustees and Faculty.
There are four churches in the village-Congregation:3-l, Episcopal ;
Me~hodist, and Baptist-and parents may select the church which
they desire their children to attend. In the matter of discipline.,
the object is to aid the student., and the regulations are such as
earnest students · would impose upon themselves in order to secure
the greatest benefit for themselves and for their fellow students; ·
pupµs who have not sufficient maturity and self-con~ol to · study
profitably under these conditions are advised to go elsewhere.
Among the student organizations maintained· at the college ~re
the following:
· One of the most active organizations in the college is the
Young Women,s Christian Association.· Much of the social life of
the institution is centered · here, and the work in the interest of the
new students at the beg~ing of the year is most helpful. • Re- ·
ligious serv.ices are held Wednesday ev~ning of each week. Occasional · meetings open to both: ~en and women are held upon
the campus. Classes for Bible study are maintained. · The altruistic spirit is manifested in the support of ~ yo1mg girl in the Mission
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Church and Home f_o r Cuban children in West Tampa under the
direction of Rev. F. P. Ensminge.r, an alumnUB of Rollins Coll~ge.
A Yotmg Men's Christian Association is abo:nt to be organized
in which much enthusiasm has been manifested. Committees have ·
been appointe_d and the work_- will be well advanced at the opening
of the coming year.
The Lyceum, for . both men and women, meets on alternate
Friday evenings. · Special attention is given to parliamentary drill
and to extemporaneous speaking. Various literary · conte,sts are
entered into and prizes offered. A
mock trial as outlined by
Everybody's . Magazine was conducted during the past year and a
prize of fifty dollars secured.
.
Th~ work of the Classical Departm~nt is supplemented by a
classical club in · which papers are read by the students and th~
subjects -discussed. Topics . bearing upon the classical work _are ..
presented by the professor in charge and many of .these are illustrat.ed from a valuable set of n~arly 4,000 lantern slides·. Meetings
are held twice a month.
The Dramatic Club is an organization for the study and ·. i~terpretation of dr~atic master-pieces~ . It is the aim of the · club
to present one classic each year . . In
~912-18,
Shakespeare's
Twelfth Night was given.
A mixed chorus un~er the directorship of Professor Pope
gives several concerts each year. The men's Glee Club of twelve ·
selected voices is well known .in Florida.
It : makes · an annuru ·
tour f;>f the State· during the Christmas vac~tion~ The (lirls' Glee·_
Club gives several concerts throu"ghout the year and a short trip
is usually taken..
_
The ai~ of the college is not to give undue attention to one
side of man's nature, but rather to secure a s~metrical ~evelQpment of body, mind, and spirit. - Rollins College is fortunate in

_8
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having one of the finest and _b est-equipped gymnasiums .in the South.
In addition to the class chill and spe~ial work ~ the g~asiuin,
students a-re encouraged to engage, to a reasonable exte~t, in outdoor sports. In this climate they are able to take exercis~ in the
open air and sunshine almost every day during the schooi year.
The favorite outdo.or exercises are ~ootball, baseball, t~3:(?k ~thletics,_
tennis, archery, basketball (both indoor and outdoor), bicycling
on the excellent clay roads, boating on Lake. Virginia and · connecting lakes, swimming, and golf on the Winter Park links, which
·are among the best in the _State, and are open to . all ~<:{ent$ of •
the college at a nominal cost. Fo~ five consecutive s.e -as9_n s Rollins
College has . held the championship of Florida in inter-collegiate
baseball. Th~ college possesses a commodious boathouse, situated
on the shore of Lake Virginia, in which _is housed · the fleet of b«_?ats.,
more than a · dozen in number, belonging to th~ coll~ge.
_
The college can not undertake to furnish medical att'endanc~
.or ·professional nur,sing to students ·gratuitons~y, in case· of illn~ss.
A number of students of ·both sexes gre given employment ou.
the campus and in the dining-hall in entire or partial p~yment of
thei~ college bills. Work may also be secured in the village ·to . a
certain extent. In general it is believed that no young ma~ . or _
woman of good ability and serious purpose need fail of a H~eral
education through lack of means.
NOTE WITH, REFERENCE TO T·E CBNICAL AND
PROFESSIONAL STUDIES

· Rollins is a college, as ~stinguished from the university or the
professional., the technical, or the agr.icultural school. Its mi~sion is to provide for those who come to it for a _ liheral education, a
generous culture, a thorough training .of ·the physical., int_e µectual
· and moral nature. It believes in the value of a ~ull college ·course

\
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as a preliminary to technical studies, and it is opposed~ all ,.~hort
cuts» into th~ professions.
.
. To those, however, who wish to take· up engineering. or other
technical studies, and who are unable to complete a college course
as a preliminary to these, the followmg s~ggestion is offered :c
The studies leading to a technical degree may be divi<l~ into
two parts:
Those which are general, such as the languages-German,
French, and, in the South, Spanish; the sciences-Physi~s, Chem- ·.
istry, Geology, Mineralogy, Biology, ·Botany, Zoology, and Astronomy.; the higher mathematics-Geoinetry, _Trigonometry, Calculus, and Surveying; and English, Histo~y, Economics, and Political Science.
I.

2.

Those which are wholly technical.

There is no reason why these two groups of studies should be
pursued in a single institution. Rollins College is prepared to
give as thorough- instruction in the first group of studies as is
any college or technical school. It, therefore, proposes to those
who wish to prepare for the profession of engineering, but who
prefer for climatic, financial or other reasons to do as much of · · ·.
their work in Florida as possible, that they purs_u e the Freshnian .
and Sophomore years at Rollins, taking such electives as are best
adapted to their need, and then go to some institution ~hich is
thoroughly equipped with the very elaborate and ·costly shops· and
apparatus which technical studies requir~such, · for example, as
the Massachusetts Institute of Technology, or Cornell University
-to complete their course. · I~ is ·believed that this will give the
best preparation for technical work at the .lowest cost.

L.

COURSES .OF STUDY
The institution offers the following courses of study :
I College Course, four years.
II Academy Coursts, four · years.
III Courses in Music.

IV Courses in Expression.

V Courses in Fine Arts.
VI Courses in Domestic and Indus trhd Arts .

VII Course for Teachers..
VII I Business Courses.
IX Special Courses ·for Span is h-Speaking s tudents.

BOARD OF TRUSTEES

11

B .O ARD .· OF TRUSTEES
F.

REV. WnLIAM

BLACKMAN,

Ph. D~ ~L. D., P-reaid•nt..........Winter Park

TERMS

W

l.aA UG HI.IN.,

JAMES

N OBLE •..••·•••• ••• ~···························-···············································Inverness

MASON

JESSIE

RoLLINs ... . . ................... ..... ..................... : ............. :··~··········-···Chicago;

A.

GEORGE

Minn.

H. Moa.sE ....................................................... ·-·······-········-·-·········Winter Park

CHARLES
REV.

Park

Ja.......................................... -·······-··:.:.... .-.·...._............ --...zellwood

LYMAN .•••.•••.•.••••.•.••..... · --···· ··· · ········-· · _.· ···: ..• : ...•. Minn~apolis,

W.

FBEDERICJC

1918.

CoMsTOcx •.•...... . .•. .:_ .....•••••...•..•. .- •...... ~ .......•••••.••••••••• ..:. •••••Winter

C.

ILLIAJU;

EXPIRE IN

Ill.

MALLORY THAYER .•.•... ....... ........••....... . .•.............. ~ ......·......................... ..Orlando
TERMS EXP.IRE IN

EDWARD

1914.

BRANCH ....: ...........•....•...........•......·.................... .:...•.•.....•.•.•..••...• Melbourne

P.

D. D ..... ·-················~···························Mantanzas, Cubn

REV.

EnwARD P.

REv.

OLIVER C. MoasE, D. D ............................................... .......... Greenlawn, N. Y.

EvALINE

REv.

HEBRICK,

LAMSON

JOHN

C.

SMrru ........................................................................Winter Park

T1Ms.,

REv. WILLIAM

D. D .............. ·-······"'························~·····.-·························Tampa.

B. Y.

W1LKIE,

D. D ............. - .................................. ;:........Dunedin

TERMS

EnwAlli> H.

JUDGE

JOHN

REv. FRANK

* Lo UIS F.
REv.

Ex.i-IRE ,IN

BREWER......................... ..........•.... ··········-············-·········-·····Winter

M.

S.

Park

CHENEY.................................................................................. Orlando

CHILD,

D. D ............................................................ Fairfteld, Conn ..

DoMMEKICH .••••.•..• ~ •••••••......•...••.•.••...••.••..••••....•..•..•. ~ ..••••..••••••••.•••.•Maitland

GEORGE

L.

HANsco:i,:r,

D. D ..................... ·-··········_-·"············~······.. Atlanta, Ga.

.

.

WILLIAM

1915.

R-. 0' NEAL•.•...........•............•.......... •..... .... . ......•....••.. . . ········· -

*Deceased July 22, 1912. ·
.:

··· ~······· .• Orlando
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EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE
WILLIAM

F.

BLACKMAN,

OhaiTman

JOHN M. CHENEY
,

JAMES

. WILLIAM

c.

COMSTOCK

FREDERICK

WILLIAM

R.

w.

LAuoRLIN,

Ja.

LYMAN

O'NEAL

INVESTMENT COMMITTEE
WILLIAM
WILLIAM

JAKES

LAuoHLIN,

Ja.

G.
F.

COMSTOCK,

Chairman ·

BLACKMAN,

Secretary
WILLIAM

R. O'NEaL

SECRETARY AND TREASURER

OFFIOEBB OF INSTRUCTION

IS

OFFIC~RS - ·oF- lNSTRUCTION
REV. WILLIAM -FREMONT .BLACKMA.N, ~h.
.

p., ~L.-- D~ · ... ··_.

PRESIDENT

Profeaaor of Sociology, Politics an_d Econo~ica
REV. ARTHUR DELANO ENYART,. A. M., S. T. B.
ProftJssor of Englis.k an~ ·Philosophy,' Dean

ESTHER BUCKINGHAM P~TTERSO_N F-ERQUSON, B.· ~
P_ro/e,.a ar of H11Jt~ry, DtJan of WomB11
THOMAS RAKES'i'·R AW BAKER; Ph. · D.
Professor ·of Natural Bcie-nce, Emerit'll,8*
SUSAN LONGWELL, A. M.
Professor , of English f!,-nd Philo.s ophy, Efn,_erit'UII*

·FRANCES ELLEN -- LORP, Litt. D.
Profess01· of Latin; Emeritua_* -

-- -...

-- --, . --- ... - ------... --- .. ------ -- --·-- -- - ... - --- - ..
Professor of Greek

... ,.. .......

,,..

..

.

EDMUND MORRIS HYDE, . A. M., Ph. _D.
Professor of · Latin and Instr'f!,ctor in Greek

HIRAM .P OWERS, LL._ B.
Prafessor of Modern Languages·
ERIK SCHJOTH· PALMER, Ph .. B.
Profe$aor•of Mathemat~ca

BERKELEY BLACKMAN, A.. - B.
Profess.or of Natural Science · .· ···
MARY GREEN .DEADERICK~ B. L.-,-· M. ' 0.
Director -of th.e _S chool of Ea;pre.aaio'J'!t ·
.
WALTER .MARTIN -LENHART
Director of the_ BuBineai 'School
.

HOMER. S,.._,ANL~Y POPE
Director of the School of Mw,ic and I'll,fltructor: in Sifiging, Harmony, an_d
,
Ooun.t erpoint
*Retired

on

the C _a rnegie Foundation
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FLORENCE MILDRED SMITH BLACKMAN
I natructor in Pian.oforte and Pipt, Organ
HELEN O'NEAL PALMER
Inat,-uctor in Pianoforte a-nd in Musical Th~ory and Hilltory
EVA WILKINS
Dlr•ctor of the Oout·se for Teachera and of Sub-Preparatory Work
CATHERINE ANNIE JANE BREBNER
Di'r~ctor of the School of Fine Arts
-

.

LYDIA MAY WILDE, A. B.
Instructor_ in Cooking and Beioing

.

ELIZABETH DOUGLAS MERIWETHER
Instructor in Ind1Utrial A.rta
DOROTHY DANIEL
Instructor in Violin and Voice
CAROLINE HILLS ABBOTT
Instructor in the Course for Teachers
ANNIE CELESTIA BELLOWS
Aaaiatant in the Academy and, in Sub-P.reparatory Work
'

CHESTER FRANKLIN McCARDELL
Instructor in Shorthand
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STANl)ING COMMITTEES OF THE F AC ULT~ -The President is e:c-off "cio a mem~er of all committees.
1.

ENTRANCE ·REQ.U'IB.EMENTS, EXAMINATIONS, AND

AcCBEDrnm ScHoor..s

Mr. Enyart, Dr. Hyde, Mr. Palmer
2.

CUBB.ICULUM, CATALOGUE, AND DEGREES

Mrs. Ferguson, Mr. Enyart, Mr. Pope

s.

RULES AND DISCIPUNE

4.

PUBUC OCCASIONS .AND DECORATIONS

Mr~ Enyart, Mrs. Ferguson, Mr. Powers
Miss Brebner, Miss Wilde, Mrs. Blackman, Miss · Meri-_
wether, Miss Daniel, Mr-. Pope

5.

ATHLETICS

Mr. Palmer, Mr. Pope, Mr. Blackman
6.

STUDENT ORGANIZATIONS

Mr. Blackman, Mr. Powers, Miss Wilkins
7.

STUDENT PUBLICATIONS AND

.PUBLICITY

Mr. Blac~an, Mr. Palmer, Mr. Lenhart, Miss Deaderick
WoRx.
Mr. Enyart, Mrs. Ferguson, Dr. Hyde

8.

RELIG1ous SERVICES AND

9.

SPECIAL

W OB.X
Mr. Enyart, Mrs.- Ferguson
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OTHER OFFICERS
BERKELEY BLACKMAN, A. B.
Secretary of the Fac'Ulty
FRANCES MASON ELY
Librarian
BENJAMIN WILLIAM STONE.
8'Uperintendent of Grounds and B'Uilding•
GRACE HAMILTON HATHEWAY
Secretary to the President
MARY BERTHA STEEN
A.saiatant in the Treas'Urer's Office
GEORGE CONRAD BUCHER ·
Assistant in the Dean's Office .
· DONALD MITCHELL MARVIN
Aaaiatant in the Library
LYDIA MAY WILDE, A. B.
HoWJekeeper
ERIK SCHJOTH · PALMER
A. thletic Direc t or and Football Coach

ADELBERT WILLIAM MASON
Baseball Coach

..
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EDGAR

MERRICiC,

CHARLES· WESLEY
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.
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.
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CLOVERLEAF COTTAGE. ·

·ROLL.I NS COLL-E GE
ADMISSION

CERTIFICATE OF CHARACTER All candidates for admis~ion ~ any departm_e ~t are exp~cted to prese~t a certi1lcate of good character. from the school whic~ they last attended.
. AU . candidates for admission must apply in su1fi~ierit time t.o --·
e~able the officers of the college to exan:rlne ce.rtincates as to
character and scho~rship and to give answer whether or not such
certificates are . satisfactory. Blank forms will be_ forwarded . ·to
candidates for admis,sion., on application to t_he Dean or S~retary
of the Faculty.
TuE FRESHMAN CLASS Those students who have satisfactorily _ completed the required work of ~e College ~i;eparatory
·course of Rollins Academy ~d have ~received a certificate are
admitted to the Fres~an class of the colleg~ without exe.mina- ·
tion~ Other candidates for admission -must present duly attested
certificates of having done in other schools work equivalent to ·
that of the College Prep~ratory Course of · Rollins. Academy, or
must be examined in the subjects given .below.
. ....
A · student who is deficient in not more than two required ·units
may enter t~e Freshman class. Such deficiencies, however, must
be worked off in the Freshman year, if possible,_ othe;rwi~~ a student will continue to be ranked as a Freshman. ..
. ~VANCED STAN~ING
The ·applicant for -admission "to advan~
s~anding in.' any undergradtiat~ class must f~nish ,$atisfactory evidence that he has c~mpleted work equivalent to that ·required of. ·
students in Rollins College who are in · the clas~ which the applicant wishes ·to enter.. A student· failing_ to present satisfactory
evidence may take examinations in the_ subjects for which he d~
sires credit.

-.
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Persons not ,c andidates for the degree may
be admitted as special students, without .examination, provided
they give evid~ce of their preparation to proceed with the work
they el~ct; and obtain the permission o~ the professor with whom
the ·work is to be taken.
SPECIAL STUDENTS

ENTRANCE

REQUIREMENTS

Fifteen units* are required for admission to the Freshman
class, as follows :
1.
2.

S.
4i. ·
6.

s

ENGLISH,
units.
HISTORY, l unit.
MATHEMATICS, 2½ units (Algebra, l½; Plane
LATIN, GEB.MAN, OB. FB.ENCH, 4, units (of which
SCIENCE, 2 units (to be selected from the list

in 6).

~

Geometry~ I).

2 must be Latin). .
of sciences given below
·

2½ units.
· Englis~ 1 unit.

ELECTIVES,

Latin, I or 2 units.
Greek, 1, 2, or 8 units.
German, 1 or 2 units.
French, 1. or 2 units.
Spanish, 1 or 2 units.
Mathematics,, 1 unit.
History, 1 unit.
Civil Government, ½ unit.
Botany, ½ unit.
Chemistry, I unit.
Physical Geography, ½ unit.
Geology, ½ unit.
Physics, l unit.
Physiology., ½ unit~
CURRICULUM

---

The degree of Bachelor of Arts is given on the successful
completion by the student of work covering one hundred and
thirty-six points, of which. one hundred and twelve points are required and twenty-four are elective.
Points are credited according to the number of times a week
a course is given during the semester. Thus, five points would .
• J\ unit is a course of study requiring five recitations a week throughout one school year.

CARN_EGIE HALL.

PINE HURST COTTAGE.

LYMAN GYMNASIUM.

CHASE HALL.
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mean five ·recitations a _we~ during one semester, and ten points
would· mean five -recitations a week during two semesters. A year~a
work covers thirty-four points, or seventeen points a ·semester for ·
two semeste-rs.
.
.
A candidate for t~e degree of Bachelo·r of Arts must register
for at least seventeen points each semester. . He may re~ster and
receive credit for · twenty point~ for each semester. Studen~ are
not encouraged to attempt m~re than· the maximum amount . of
work permitted, ·but in cases of exceptional ability may by vo~
of the Faculty undertake e~ra work, either during the ·a·c ademic
year or the summer vacation, so ~s to co~plete the course ~ -three
years. Iri general, four ye~rs of work are required· f o~ graduation.
A thesis, embodying the results of origin~ investigation, must
be presented by the student and accepted by the Factil~ before
the degree will .be granted.. The thesis will be ·c redited with four .
points. The theme of the thesis must be chosen and reported to
the Faculty not later . than November 15 of the Senior year, and
the thesis must .b e completed not later than May 10.
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COURSES OF STU DY
FRESHMAN YE.AB

Fir•t BemeattJr
Poiflta Second Semetl'ter
Pointll
-Llnguage ................ ····················--· 5
Language ........................................ 5
Mathematics ........................ . ........... 5
Mathematics ----·······-··············· .... 5
English ....,._..... ··-······························ 8 - ~nglish .......... .......................... ....... S
Science ······-·--···----······ ············--····- 5
Science ···········---····--·· -·-·-······ 5
History in alternate years._.__ S
History in alternate years ...... S
Electives .................................... 1 to 8
Electives .................................... l to S
17 to 20

17 to 20

SOPHOMORE YEAR

Fif-at StJmea-t er

· Pointa Second Semeater
Pointa
5
Langtiage .................... .................. 5
S
Science .............. ·············-·······-··-·-· S
8
History ···············-·············· •........... 3
5
Science in alternate years ...... o
2
Biblical Literature ...................... 2
7
Electives ..................................4, to '7

Language -······-··········-··· ................
English ······-·· --·········-··----··········-····
History ........................ ....................
Science in alternate years ........
Biblical Literature ·············-········--·
Electives .......... . ...........................4, to

#.

17 to 20
JUNIOR

1'1 to 20

YE.AB.

F'irat Semester
Poinu Second Semester
PointsEnglish .................... ........................ S
English .................................. ........ 8
History in alternate years
History in alternate ·years
Science .............. .............................. S
Science -·-······-······ ········-··--·········-·· S
Philosophy -····--············--·· .............. 5
Philosophy .................... ·-··~········--- 5
Economics .................. ...................... S
Economics ···············-·--·······--· . .-.... S
Sociology in alternate years
Sociology in alternate years
Electives ....................................8 to 6
Electives ..................................8 to 6
17 to 20
SENJ:OR

17 to 20
YEAR

F'irrt Semester
Pointa Second Semester
Points
History .................................. ···-····· S
History .................................. ........ 3
English in alternate years
English in alternate yea-rs
Philosophy .............. ........................ 5
Philosophy ................ ..................... 5
Sociology .•.............. ····--·-----·-···----···· 3
Sociology .... ,......... . ............:............ S
Economics in alternate years
Economics in alternate years
Thesis .......................... ...................... 2
Thesis .............. ····---················--···· 2
Electives .......... ~.........................4, .to 7
Electives ........................ . .........4, to 7
17 to 20

1'1 to 20
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RE.Q UIRED COURSES

Fres.hman Yea'r .
.

~

...

All students in the F 'r esb~·a n yea:r -_- ai-e l'.eq~ed

""

tak~- ·En~- ·:·.· . .
lish I; Mathell:1~tic~, eithet-- I' and II {for .those ·who ·_ ha~e not pre- _._·. _ . _··.
sented _an . ¢quivale~t . for -.~ ntrance) or -·· ITI-:· and.. IV; Language, .. :· . .
either.· a ·c o;ntinuation: . of ariy language p~esented . f o~ · _ entrance~.or . .-·: ,..: .
a ___first . year in l•ngu~ge ;· Hi~tory ··_1, ~r _Scie~ce ~ or:· I~ .{ye~r~ .ln
which History I is 1:1ot offered, a Freshman must - -~ e Science I
or II).
t(,.-

· Sophomore.; Year:·
.

.

-

..

All students in the Sophomore ,year are _required to take ·Eng-·
lish II'; a 'language; Science I C>_r II, wben ' not taken in th:~ .F 'r eshman year,- or ;Hist~ry . I; B _iblicai Literature· I or . II; Science. III . . :·· · · . · _.
Junior · Year· ·

All students ·in tJie -J unior y~ar · are -r equired to take.·_ Englisb ··
III and IV or English V, when _History. V is nQt ·give~; ~ci~nce

y; ·Philosophy

I and II or III and_ IV; E:conom~cs or :soci~logy~ ·,· -_

Senior · Year
.

.

'

All students ln ·the Senior · year · are required • to take ,: History : ·. ·
when the require~ . E~_g lish work has . been _'tak.e n in the _
-.Jnm.o~
year, othe~.w ise . tliey are required to take eit~er E~g_lish... IJI:,
IV or English_. V; · Philosophy III and IV· ,-0r . ;I ~nd _II; _' -~oc~·o logy
or Econom1c·s, and to · present 'a t~esis. · ·..

and

ELECTIVE COURSES

A. co_llege ·s~dent ·.may·· elect ·any of the ·cour~es_-~n ~h~ . college;
descri'f?~d- under .t he head, ·"Depa~ents

of - l1:1-Structfon,u -· pag~s.
··•

•.

:

.
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College students may elect one first year . in language;
for an additional :first year language a student will be credited
with bht three points. Other work in the various sc;hools of the
college, namely, Music, Expression, Fine Arts, Domestic and Industrial - Ms, and Business, can be elected only by _vote of -t he
Faculty Q_n the recommendation----of the Dean.

THE OOLLEGE
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INSTRUCTION

SOCIAL, PO~ITICAL, AND ECONOMIC SCIENCES
PRESIDENT

CoUB.SE I

BLACKMAN,

DEAN

FERGUSON

SOCIOLOGY

This course is a study of the theories of the constitution of society
and certain social problems, as the family, race relations, and crime..
During the second semes ter attention ·is give~ to statistical method with
practical work in some line including investigation -and· tabulation.
·
Re.q uired in ·the Junior or · Senior year.
·
Three times a week throughout the year.
·
(To be given in 1918-1914.)
II ECONOMICS
This course is a study of the elementary principles oj political economy. The work of the second sei:nester deals with practical economic
problem·s: taxation, . transportation, finance, trusts, and m.onopolies.
Ely~s Outlinea of Econo'Tnica is used as text-book• . ·
·
Required in the Junior or Senior year.
Three times a week throughout the ye~n.
(To be given . in 1914-1915.)
COURSE

CoUBSE

III

POLITICS

The work of the first semester is confined to the study of Ameri~an
politics. Bryce's American Oommo11,wealth is used as a _guide. The second
semester is a study of comparative politics, using Wilson's The· State as
text-book.
.
Twice a week throughout the year.
- (To be offered in 1914-1915.)
CoUllSE IV INTERNATIONAL LA.w
Wilson and Tucker's International Law is used as text-book, and . reference is made to Moore's Digest, and other government publications.
Twice a week throughout the year.
(To be offered in 1918-1914,.)

PHILOSOPHY
DEAN ENYART.

CoURsE I Loo1c
This cour~e is designed to acquaint the student with formal logic and
the logic_ of science. Creighton's I'l'ltroductory Logic (R~vised Edition) is
used as text-book.
Required in the Junior or Senior year.

ROLLINS COLLEGE
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Courses I and II are given in alternate years· with Courses .III and IV.
Five times a wee~ first semester.
(To be ·g iven in .1918-1914.)
II PSYCHOLOGY
This is a general course in psychology designed to acquaint the stu4ent
with the facts of .human consciousness. The bearing of psyc~ology upon
the practjcal issues of life is discussed. An introduction to the experimental method in ascertaining the facts of psychology -is given. Judd's, or
J ames's Paychok>gy is used as text-book. _
·
Required in the Junior or Senior year.
Five times a week, second semester.
(To be given in 1918-1914.)
CotJ118E

III HISToaY OF PH1LosoPHY
The aim of this course is to introduce the student to the gr~at syste~s
of thought in ancient, medieval an4 modern philosophy. Readings are as- _
signed. Rogers's Btude.nt'B History of Philosophy is used as text-book. ·
Required in the Junior or Senior year. ·
Three times a week throughout the· year.
(To be given in }914-1915.)
CoUBSE

COUB.SE

IV

ETHICS

This course is an introduction to _the principles and types of ethical
theory. Supplementary· reading and reports are required.
Paulsen's A. System of Ethics is use4 as text-book.
Required in the Junior or Senior year. _
Twice a week throughout the year.
(To b~ given in !_91~1915.)
BIBLICAL LITERATURE
DEAN ENYART.

I THE OLD TESTAMENT
This course is designed to acquaint · the student with the Old Testament in English. A study is made of the various forms of literature.
composing it. Question$ of modern knowledge and the Bible are · dis~
cussed. The course is conducted by means of lectures and a · text-book.
This course or . Course II is required. .
·
Twice a week throughout the year. .
(To be given in 191~1915.)
CoUB.SE

II THE NEW TESTAMENT
This course is designed · to acquaint the student with the New Testa-

COURSE

•
l

_.

.. ...
•

<

•

&

C

C ••

.
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.,.. ,..·•

...... .
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ment ll.l English.. Introduction to the: several books,, . the · life and times
out of ·which the New Testament ·grew, and the teachmg of Jesus Christ" ·. · · ·.
are studied~ ·
·
. Twice a . week throughout the year.
(To .be given il') 1918-1914.)
Courses I and II are given in alternate yea~s.
· _ GREEK
PROFESSOR HYDE

I HERODOTUS AND PLATO
Several books of Herodotus are read, after which Plat~'s
Or.ito are tli.ken.
·
·
Five times a week througho1,1t the year.
CoUBSE

.4 po logy_ and -

'·

II -THE . DB.AHA .
A play of Aristophanes is studied, and after this, on~ tragedy each of .
Aeschylus, Sophocles and Euripides.
Three ·times · a _week thro1,1ghout the year.

COURSE

. :z ·.
III THE HISTORY OF GREEK UTER,A.TURE
This course is conducted by means of lectures and . text-book.

COURSE

Twice a week, first · semester. .
IV NEW TESTAMENT GREEK
The gospels ar~. read in order to give a knowledge of the :ian~age and .
dialect of the New . Testament..
·
Once a week .throughout the year.
COURSE

LATIN
PROFESSOR HYDE '

I CICERO, LIVY., HORACE ~
After reading·· Cicero's D_e Senectute, Livy, Book XXI., is read.
course closes with .the Odea and EpotJ:ea of Horace.
Five tii;nes a week throughout the · ye~r.

.~

COURSE

The

J;I AnvANc,;n •LATIN Cm.\rPosrnpN
· This work occupies one hour a week and is b~e<t ~pon the .prose
authors of Course . V.
COURSE

COURSE

III

PLAUTUS AND TERENCE

Sel~cted plays of these authors are read, accompanied by a discussion .
· of the drama ·in Rome.
Five times a wee~ ·throughout the year.
.
· (Offered · in alternate · years.)
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IV . S:rLVEB. AGE LATIN
This course comprises the study of Tacitus's Germania and A.gricola,
Pliny's Selected Letters and life under the emperors.
Five times a week throughout the year.
(Offered in alternate years.)
COURSE V
LUCRETIUS
The De Rerum, Natura is read, with lectures upon ancient philosophy.
Three times a week throughout the year.
CouasE VI
H1sTORY OF RoMAN LITERATURE
This course comprises lectures and text-book work.
Twice a week, first semester.
COURSE VII
ANCIENT LIFE
Lectures and text-book. This course is illustrated with a large number
of lantern slides and photographs. It describes the details of public and
private life.
·
Twice a week, second semester.
( Students who offer only two years of Latin for admission ~o the
Freshman class~ and who wish to pursue this study further, · can arrange to
take Oi.c ero and V ergil in the Academy classes.)
·
CoUBBE

ENGLISH LANGUAGE AND LITERATURE
DEAN ENYART

I RHETORIC AND ENGLISH Co.MPOSITION .
This course comprises the study . of narrative, descriptiV'e, and expository forms of writing. Study is made of selected essays and specimens
or argumentation. Hill's Principles of Rh~toric~is used as text-book.
Required in the Freshman year.
Three times a week throughout the year.
COURSE.

II H1sTORY OF ENGLISH LITERATURE
The development of English literature from Beowulf to modern times
is traced. This course requires the study of selected ~asterpieces and
representative works of English literature. Halleck's History of Engluh
Lit~rature is used as text-book.
Required in the Sophomore year.
Three times a week, first semester.
CoUB.SE III ENGLISH FICTION OF THE NINETEENTH CENTURY
This course comprises the study of the ·novel at the beg4lnlng of the ·
century a~d of representative works from Jane Austen to Thomas Hardy.
Reports are made by members of the class. Lectures are · given.
Required in either the Junior or Senior year.
This course and Course IV are given alternately with Course V.
Three times a week, first semester. .
(To be given in 1918-1914.)
CouasE

THE · COLLEGE
COURSE

IV

ENGLISH

POETRY ' OF THE
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NIN~ENTH CENTUB.Y

of

A . study is made .
the rise . and ·. develop~eµt of ·Romanticism in
English poetry at the· begiooio_g of the century. Special consideration
is given· to selected poems- . .fr~m the w<;>rks · of Y,ordswo_rth, Colerid~ ·
So~they, Byron, Shelley~ Keats, · and others. Thi$ course is con.ducted· by
means of reports, lectures, and discussions~ .
· Required in eit:her the Junior or .. Senior year.
Three tim.es a wee~ second semester.
·
(To be , given in 1913-1914.)
J

V
THE DEVELOPMENT OF THE DRAMA TO 1642.·
The theory of the drama is , considered. Aristotle's· P-oetica and a.
few examples of the ancient . ·drama are made tbe .basis of tpe work.
during the first part of the year. · Specimens of the miracles, moralities,
and interludes are studied. · Selections froni the plays of Lyly, Peele, ·Ky~ ·
Greene, Marlowe, ·Jonson, Beaumont and Fletcher, Webster, and others are .
read. Special study · is given to several of Shakespeare's plays~- R~pot'>ts
are made ·by . ·members of . the . class. .The cours~ _is . conducted . in part by
lectures -and with _ the use of Neilson's Qhi"'3f_ Elizabethan Dramati8ta and
Matthews's The Development · of th_e Drama as text-boo.ks.
Required in the Junior •Or Senior year.
This course is given alternately with Course III and Course· IV.
Three times a week throughout . the ye.a r.
(To be given in 1914-1915.)
COURSE

VI LITERATURE OF THE EIGHTEE~TH " CENTURY
This course.· is a study of the chief writers . of the. eighteenth ·eentury.
In poetry, _the works of · Pope, Collins, Gray, G:old.smith, Cowper, Blake,
and Burns are . made the basis . of the work. In prose, attenti~n is given
for the most part to ~he works of Defoe, Addis·c;>n,_ Steele, Swift, Richardson, Fielding, Johnson, . _Golds mi.t h, Gibbon, · Burke, and Boswell.
. Elective in the Junior anq Senior years . .
· Three times a week, second semester.
·
(To. be offered in 1914-191~.)
CoURSE

MODERN .LANGUAGES
. PROFESSOR POWERS
. GERMAN

I , BEGINNERS' GERMAN
Study af composition, writing in ~cript from dictation~ :l"eading ·of
easy fiction and poetry, conversation.
Thomas's German Gra'fflmar is used ·as text-book.
Five times a week throughout ·the year.

COURSE

'· .

so
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II MonEBN FICTION AND HISTORICAL WRJ.TINGS -.
The work of Course II includes a review of gra~ar, the reading of
selections from writers of the nineteenth century, prose composition, conversation.
Five times a week throughout the year.
CoUBBE

CoUBSE III HISTORY OF GERMAN LITEBATUJlE
This course includes lectures, reeitations, the reading. of classic -mas~
terpieces, private collateral reading and conversation. Practical business·
German.
.
Five times a week throughout the year.
FRENCH

PaoFEssoa PoWEas

CoUJUJE I BEo-iNNE:a.s' FRENCH
Fraser and Squair's Frenc_h Gram,m,a,r. The work consists ·of the reading of easy tales and plays, prose composition, and writing and translating
from dictation, and conversation.
Five times a week throughout the year.
CounsE II MonEB:N F1CTX0N AND HDToRICAL WRITINos
_
The work includes the translation of selected w_o rks, prose composition,
private collateral · reading and conversation.
Five tunes a week throughout the year•.

_Ill HISTORY OF FaENCH Lrr.EBATURE
This course is a study of selected works from the seventeenth century
classicists and the nineteenth century romanticists with private collateral
reading, prose composition, and conversation.
Five times a week throughout the year■ CoUBBE

SPANIBH

PROFESSOR POWEBS

I BEonon:JlS' SPANISH
· This course hfcludes the reading of easy tales and plays, ·conversation,
prose composition and writing from dictation~
-De Torno's Oombi'!'ed, Bpanillh ·Method, is used as text-book.
Five times a week throughout the year. ·
CoUllSE

II MonEllN FICTION
. This course consists_ of private reading, work in advanced grammar•..
and prose composition.
.
Five times a week throughout the year.
CoUllSE

'-
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CoVllSE III . HISTORY or SPANISH Li:TEJlATUB.E
·- Tlµs -course includes a study of selected works·· from classic writers,
with private collateral reading. Five times a week tbrougho~t the year.

HISTORY
COURSE

I

MEDIEVAL AND MODERN · HISTORY

.

-

- This_ conrse· is . a ~neral. _survey · of _the hi~toey · of E~rope from

the -

beginning · of the Middle Ages to the close ·of .. the· eighteenth century.
Robinson~s IntroductiOfl to th~ Hi8tory of ·WeBtern Eu,-ops is used as
text-book.
·
·
·
·
Required in the Freshman or · Sophoµiore year.
Thr~e . times a week througb~ut the year.
(To be given in 1913-1914.)
COURSE . II

ENG.LI.SH H:isTOB.Y

· This is ·a study of selected topics in _E .n glish history_with s~ial attention ,to the developme'n t· of the English govenµnent. ·

Cheyb.ey's Shof"t H_i11tory of Eng "lo:nd is used as text-book. Open to those who have presented· ~nglish History , ·for entrance.
Twice a week throughout the year.·
·
· (To be offered in 191S-~914=.)

·

III HJ:STORY OP THE NA~OLEPNIC ERA
This course comprises ~ssigJ1ed :readings; rep~rts, ~d discussions
dealing .with the history ·o f , Europe between 1796 and 1875~
Open to those who have bad Course· -I.
Twice a week, first semester.
- (To be offered in _19~4-1915.)
COUB.SE

IV H1STORY OF THE N 1'.N'ETEENT.H CE:NTUB..Y
.
.
-The work consists _ot assigned r~dmgs, reports, ~nd · discussions,. dealing with the history of _ Europe from ~875 to . the p _r esent time. Special ··.
attention_~ given to -the unification of Italy and Ge~any, and ~ -political
reforms in England.
·
·
·
· Open to those who have had· ~urs·e I.
Twice a. week, second semester. . (To- be offered in 1914-1915.)
CoUllSE

V . AMElllCAN ·.·JhSTOB.Y .
,
Thls is a _s tudy of · t~ose- features of colonial bisto:ry that influenced tJ}e
later gr~wtb and develop~~nt of the <:ou.ntry, the political and constitutional ·s truggle that .cubninated .. ~ the .war between_·the StJ1.tes, and ~
industrial · expansion· of -the United Stai;es since that time..
.
·Mti.~zey's dm·e rican fiiBory is used as text-book: . -

CoUBSE
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Required in the Junior or Senior year.
Three times a week throughout the year.
· (To be given in 1914-1915•.)
MATHEMATICS
PROFESSOR

p ALMER

I SoLm GEOMETRY A:ND 'I'azooNoMETRY
( See Academy Course IV for description.}
R~quired in freshman year unless ~ffered for entrance.
Fi:ve times a week throughout the ye_a r.

CouasE

--......._

II AnvANCED ALGEBRA
Hawkes's Higher Algebra is used for ..a . thorough review of the elements and is supplemented with lectures and mimeographed: notes.
The function concept is taken as the connecting thread upon which to
hang, in as orderly a sequence as possible, the subjects usually classed as
"college algebra." The endeavor is to teach the student . the manipulations of series, equations, undetermined coefficients, etc., but at the same
time to get a firm grasp of the concepts of the function, the continuou~
variable, infinites, infinitesimals, limits, etc., which are the basis of further
mathematical work.This cour e is open to students who have had Course I~
Required in freshman year if Course I was offered for entrance.
Five times. a week throughout the year.
CoUBSE

III , ELEMENTARY ANALYSIS
A short course in the fundamentals of analytic geometry and the
calculus·.
Smith and Granville's Elementary A nalyaia is used .as text-book.
This course is open to students who have had Course II.
Five times a week throughout the year.
COURSE

CoURSE

IV

ANALYTIC GEOMETRY

A thorough course in elementary and modern analytic geometry in
both point and line co-ordinates in the plane and point and plane co-ordinates in space.
Scott's Oarte,ian Co-ordinate Geometry is used as text-book.
This course is open to students who have had Course II.
Five times a week throughout the year.
V
ELEMENTARY CALCULUS
Davi 's The Oalc,ulua is used as text-book.
This .course is open to students who have bad Course II.
Five times a week throughout the year.

CoURSE

•>

ss ·
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CovasE VI

AnvAN.CED CALcULus

Lam·b 's Infi,11,iteaimal . ..d..'11,Q,lyau i~ · used as text-book.
This course is open to students- who have had Course V. ·: .·
Five tim.e s · a week. one _semeste·r .
VII DIFFEB.EN'n.AL. EQ.UA".l'lONS
.
Cohen's .Pitferential E quati()fl,8 is used as text-book. ·
This course is open to students who have had ·Courses IV and .V .
Five times ·a. week, ..one semester.

CoURQ:

CoUBSE VIII

MECHANICAL ·l>B.AwxNe. ·

Titsworth's E lementa of Mechanical prawing is •used as . text-book.·
. This -course is open to stude11:ts who have had Cour~ I.
Four times a week throughout the year•
IX FOUNDATIONS OF MATHEMATICS
. Couturat's Principea de M athem,atique is used as text-book.
This course is open ta s.tudents who have had · Course
French III. ·
Hours to be ,arranged.

. CoURSE

VI and

X · THEORETICAL MEc.HANics
J ea.n's Theoretical M echanica is used as text-book..
·This course is open to all students _who have had Courses V and VIII . .· ·
Three tinies a week thr~ghout the year.

CotJBSE

COURSE

XI

VECTOR ANALYSIS

CQffin'.s . Vector A. nalyria is used as ~ext-book. .
. :. . .
This coµrse is _o pen to ·all students who have had ~urses IV and V.Hours to be arranged.
.

.

NATURAL SCIENCE PaoFEsso:a BLA.cXMAN .

I PH'YSIC8
The student .must have completed the Academy course in Physics or ·
its equivalent before be can re~e~ 1n this _c o~rse. Th~ subject. is .t reated
in a more advanced ~nd techni-cal manner, especial attention being given
to the· quantitative and theoretical sid~ of the subject. _· ~ree single
/ periods of forty minutes each , are devote~ to text-book work each wee~
. and two double ·periods · of eighty minutes . each . to -laboratory work.
Kimball's Oollege Tea:t~ook of Physics is used: Five points er.edit is given .
for this course.
CoURSE
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II

CHE.MISTRY

The student must have completed the Academy course in Chemistey
or its. equivalent before he can register for this course. The general laws
of Inorganic Chemistry are amplified, and the · elements of organi~ pbysi~
cai and electro-chemistry are learned. Three single periods of forty
minutes each are devoted to the theoretical work each week, and two
double periods of eighty minutes each to laboratory work, which comprises- qualitative analysis of unknown substances. Remsen's
Oollegll
Ohemiatry is used as text-book. Five points_ credit are allowed for this
course.
CoUBSE

III

GEOLOGY

Norton's E lementa of Geology is used as text-book, the work being
supplemented by study of specimens in the excellent collection of the college, -and some . elementary practise in determining minerals from their
physical properties.
~equired in the Junior year.
Three times a week, first semester.
IV ASTRONOMY
Young's Manual of Astronomy is used as text-book. A knowl~dge of
some branches of higher mathematics is necessary in order to pursue _this
work.
Elective course open to all students except Freshmen.
Three times a week, first · semester.
COUBSE

V BIOLOGY
A general survey of the whole field of the biological sciences. In this
course special ~ttention ~ given to the problems of both vegetable and
animal life. Typical forms of plants and animals are examined with reference to their anatomy and physiology.
Required in the Junior year. .
Three times a week throughout the year.
COURSE

Cou:RSE VI BOTANY
A prominent feature of this course is botanical analysis which acquaints the stud~nt with the flora of the college region. The instruction 1s
aided by several compound microscopes well adapted to the work. Morphology and physiology of plants are also studied.
Bergen and Davis,s Principles of Botany is use~ as text-book.
Elective in the Senior year.
Three times a week, second semester.

THE OOLLEGE
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VII ZootOGY
.
.
The g~neral principles of the science are studied, and a special e ort ·
is made to familiarize the- student with the structural features of animals
that are valuable in classification.
Jordan and Heath's Animal Forma is used as text- book.
Elective in the Senior year.
Three times a week, second semester.

CoUBSE

PEDAGOGY
MISS WXLXINS AND OTHER INSTRUCTOBB
PJUNCIPLES OF EDUCATION

I
De Ganno's Interest and Education is used as text-book, with supplementary reading, lectures, reports, and discussions of special themes.
Three times a wee~ throughout the year.
CoUBSE

II H1sTQRY OF EnudATION
Monroe's ':fext-Book in the History of Education is studied, with:
supplementary reading.
Twice a week throughout the year.
The foregoing text-books are subject to change to meet · special
needs.
CouasE

III METHOD$ OP TEACHUfG
Lectures are given by the college instructors in Language, History_,
Mathematics, English, Natural Science, Music, and E¥pression, with class- ,
room illustrations.

COURSE

CoURSE

·1v

ScHooL HYoIENE

Whipple's Queationa m School Hygit,_Re is used as text-book, and
lectures are given by officers of the State Board of Healt~ and local
physicians.
Courses in Psychology, Expression, Sight Reading, Domestic and Industrial Arts, and otbe? topics of special interest to teachers are described
elsewhere in this catalogue.

. ,,.

TilE ACADE-M Y
·I

)

THE ROLLINS COLLEGE.

.-The Acadeiµy is intended primarily · 'as a ntting school for·
Rollins .
othe~ colleges~ but it p:rovid~s also facilities ior a -'- gen-,.-~
eral edu~tio~ for such as .are unable to take a . c~U~ge course. To
m~et· the former· inten~on the Academy offers a CoUege :,? reparatory Cour~e : in_which ·a definite .pr<>gra~ ·o f studies is _required; to
meet _the _latter, the Academy provides what is •· .known as the General Cour~~- ·In this cou:rs~ a . greater lib~rty in . th~, election
s~dies is given.
Students ·who complete successfully the prescribed sfudi~ . of -·
the College.··.Preparatory Cou~se . receive a dip~oma ~d -may .- enter
the F'resh~an -~lass of · Rollins ColJege without . ~xam.ifiatio~;. . addition .to ·this, such .s tude~ts will be -credited with .six pQints . ·
the college . electives ·required for the _baccalaureate :degree. .Stu-dents who _successfully complete th~ wo~k _o f the· General Cours~ . :'_
receive ·a certificate · of gi-a~uation from t~e Academy. They are ...
not prepared to enter college,. but at th~ end · of tlie .. second .ye~r,
if they so desire, they . may ·prep.a re _for college in two year~.• · · · No
one will be· i1dmitted
a student who is l~ss than .fifteen ~· ·
.
years of age, unless by special arrangement~
•.· · .
ex~roina- · ..·A student may ·be a~tted 'to a<lva.nce·d - s.ta~ding·
tion; ·or -~ri the ·presentati~ of a duly ·attested · certincate .of th~ applicant,s previous course o'f study. The ultimate grade; of· stu- .
dents ·a dmitted to advl:1-nced standing will depend op. the qµality · of
work done.
·
.
A sub-preparatory .. departm~nt is maintain~ for . th~ · present
in which student~ who are deficient in th_e se branches may ~eceive
instruction in English 9"rammar_, · Reading, Writing,
Spelling,
Arithmetic, Geography, and American _H isto;ry. .

and
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No student may take less than eighteen or more tha~ twenty
recitations per week., without special ·vote of the Fact;tlty. . The
tables on pages 89, 40 and ·41 give the amount of required and
elective work in each year of the._ Academy.
ELECTIVES IN THE ACADEMY

An academy student may elect studies from the Acad~my and
from the other Schools of the college but a student who · ha~ not
completed · the requi.red subjects of :the :fir.st three. years _o f the
course in which he };tas registered, will not . be permitted to elect
college courses. Students who . have registered in the General
Course must take thirteen points of their electives in the Academy.

-

1,AKE VIRGI

IA.

LAKE YIRGINIA.
Boat Hou e.
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·COURSES OF · STUDY
COLLEGE PREPARATOl{Y COURSE ·(Classical)
FIBST YEAB

First Semester
Periods
Latin I -················--···-····--·-·· 6
Mathematics I ········--··· ....... ... 5
English I ................................... s
Physiology ·-······--··-··-·-···---····-··

5

BecOfld Semester
Perio<U
Latin I ........·-·--···········-·---- Ji
Mathematics I ----·--···----·---- o
English I -·-~···--·-···.............. ---·- o
Physical Geography -·--..·-·- 5

20

20

SECOND YE.AB.

First Semester
Perioda
Latin I I ........................................ 5
Mathematics II · ..·..................... _.. 6
English II ........ ~·········-·-····-·-·--

5

l ...........
f

5

~reek I
Modern Language I

Second Semester
Perioiu
Latin II ·-··--··-······----····-·-··---- 5
English History ·--··----···--··-·· 5
English II ········-····-·-------····-·-- 5

l .............

~reek I
Modern Language 1 )

20

.fj

20

THIRD YEAR

First _Semester
Periocu
Latin III . .................................. 5
Mathematics III ·-·-····------------ 5
· ireek II
5
Modern Language II
·-······--··-······-

Perioda

5

20

20

l .···---.__
f·

Ancient . History

Second 86mestsr

Latin III ·······--····-··-····~·····-·-·- _ 5
Mathematics III -···---·----·-··----- o
. _.
~reek ~I
0
Modern Language 1 1
Ancient History . ........................ Ii

l ......._
5

FOURTH YEAR

First Semester
Perioda
Latin IV ·······-···--·--·-···-·-·······-- 5

l ········
f

~reek III
·
. Modern Language III
English IV ····---····-··--····--······Chemistry
or
Physics·

f-----.·······-·····-···

5

5/j

20

Second Bemt,ater

PtJriocu

La tin . IV -·--···--·-··-····--·... -.......
Greek III
~
or
Modern Language III · ---English IV -----------·- ---·-..:.-.---

c;:mistry,

Physics

t ---f

~

S
S

----·- . s
20
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COLLEGE PREPARATORY COURSE

(Sc.i entiftc)

PJBST YEAR

Firat Ssmeater
P•riodl,
Latin I ·----··-------···-·-Mathematics
I _
__ _ _ 5a
English I - · - - - - - · · · · - Physiology
·-----·-·- -

o

6

- .·

Second, Semeat6r
Latin I

· P6r:ioda·

... ----------·-·••.•··--- ---····

5

Mathematics I - - · -...-- o
English I -··-·----·---·- _ _ 6
Physieal Geography · - - - _i;

20
SECOND YE.AB.

Firat
Semestsr
Periotla
Latin
II .:_________
6
Mathematics II - · - - S
English II · · · - - - - - - - 6
Ancient History - - · - · - - 6
THIB.D

Firat Semester

Perlodll

Latin III
or
}
Modern Language I
··---··
Mathematics III ··--···--------·
English III ------·---Physics ····-·--·------·-------···---{Chemistry in alternate
years)

Second, Bt1meater
.
Pdrioa.
Latin -II -·--------·~--- S

Mathematics II -------- English II - - - - Ancient History -·-··--···---

5
5
5

6

YEAR

Second, Semeater
Latin . III

5

s

5

}

Modern Language I
·-·-·Mathematics III ········-·-··English III ................~-------·;...
Physics · ··--············--··--··--··-----·
( Chemistry in alternate
years)

20

5
5
5
5

20

POURTH YE.All

Periodl,
Firat Bemeater
Latin IV
or
} ······/j
Modern Language . II
English IV .......--·--···----- 5
Chemistry ·-··-··-·--··--·--·· 5
( Physics in alternate years)
Mathematics IV _____ 6
-20

Second Bemeater
Latin IV
}
or
Modern Language II
English IV .....................·-···-Cnemistry ·················-·--·····--( Physics in alternate years}
Mathematics- IV ··-----··--····

6

5
5
5

20

THE A.OA.DEMY
GENERAL COURSE
PIBST YEAB

Firat Semester

Perioda

English I -·-···--··--···
Mathematics
I . __ ;____····.~ -56
Language I -·····-~·····
_ 5
Physiology
____
5

Second Semester
Period:a
EnglisJI I -···-----~--·--.:-- 5
Mathematics' I .....-~---:_··--- · 5
Language .l '. -~-·------~··:-..:.. · 5 .
Physical · Geogr·a phy ~--:- 6 .

.

,

'20

20.
SECOND YEAR

Firat Semester
Period,
English I I ··---·---········-- .; ·
Mathematics II ·--······----···-·Language . ~I · ..--:. ......:........·-···
Ancient History . ---········~..

5 ·
5
6 ·.

20

Second Semester

Periodl ·

· English II .....~--·-:··----~-.-. ·-~- $ ·
An~i.e nt. History _. -------···-:--~-: · ·. 6 - · .
Language I I ... - ..~ · - - - - - 5
Electives ..........~.:........~. ___. ___ /j

·

THmD YE.AB.

Firat Bemeater

Periods

English III ..... _ .._ _ _
5.
Mathematics III .......................... 5
or
Bookkeeping .................._........ ~.·---- 15
Physics or 9heinistry-------.. o ·
Electives .........·-·--·-·-·- -------·-.. 5

Second Semeste,r

,Perioda ·

English III .........:.............~---·-·· 5
Mathematics II·l --·- ·-··~·-..·-·.. ·5
or
.
Bqokkeepi~ .....:...,........___
15
Phys\cs• or Chemistry....____ ~
Electives .................... . ....~ ·---·· 5

20 ·to SO

20 , to SO
POtrB.TH YE.AB

First. Semester
Civil Government
Electives ··---·---·

Pt1riod8
·------~-- · o
· •.-••- __ 15 ·

Second Beme•ter

Pe_riodl

English· History .............- · ·-·- 5_ ·
Electives· ----------·----··-~---··--..:.. .,..... 15 ·

~o·

•'

'. .,,,

...
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DEPARTMENTS- OF INSTRUCTION
- -GREEK

CoUllSE I

BEGI.NNERs' GREEK
This course is designed to give eareful training in the forms of inflection, together with the laws of vowel and consoilate change which
belong to these. Translations are made from Greek into English, and
from English into Greek, and the elements of syptax are studied. White's
First Greek Book is used as text-book. After the completion of this work
Xenophon's A nabaaia is begun.
Five times a week throughout the year.
CouasE II

XENoPHoN's ANABAs1s
Four book are read, with drill in Greek grammar.
Prose Oompoait"on is used.
Five times a week throughout the year.
CoUllSE III

Pearson's Greek

HoMER's ILIAD

Books I, II, III are read. The epic dialect, prosody, mythology, and
other subjects related to the text are studied.
Five times a week throughout the year.
LATIN
CoURSE I
BEGINNERS' LATIN
Pearson's Esaent ·at.a of Latin is studied during the first semester and
Potter's New Method for Caesar during the second.
Required of first year Academy students who have registered in the
College Preparatory Course (Classical or Scientific).
Five times a week throughout the year.
CounsE II CAEsAR's GALLIC W AB.
Books I-IV are studied. Along with this D'Ooge's Latin Oompoaiti<tn,
and Bennett's Latin Gramm,ar, Part I> are used.
Required of seco:qd year Academy students who have registered in
the College Preparatory Course (Classical or Scientific).
Five times a week throughout -the year.

CoUB.SE III CtCEBP
The four orations against Catiline, that for the Manilian Law, and
that for Archias are read, accompanied by D'Ooge's Latin OompoaitiOfl,
Parts II and III.
Required of third year Academy students who have registered in the
College Preparatory Course (Classical).
Five times a week throughout the year.

THE A.OADEMY

4S
... ·.....

IV VEaon.
. The first six books of the A. eneid are read and, if tµne remains~ · s~l~ctions from Ovid al'e studied.
Required· of fourth year Academy students who have registered in
the College Preparatory Course -(Classical).
Five times a week throughout the year.
CoUB.SE

ENGLISH

I ELEMENTARY . RHETORI.c, CoMPosinoN, LITERATURE
ELEMENTARY RHETORrc. The course includes a study of the general
principles of diction, structure of sentences and paragraphs, and common
forms of composition. Shackford and Judson's Oomposition-.-RhetoricLiterature is used. as text-book.
·
COMPOSITION W i-itten exercises are given weekly in which punctuatio~
spelling, and the correct use of idiomatic English are emphasized. . .
LITERATURE This part of _the ·course includes the reading of. severil
selections from English and American a~thors· to develop an appreciation
of the best literature. The selection in 1913:_19_1 4 will be: Scott's Quentin
Durward, Irving's Sketch Book~ · Blackmore's Lorna Doone, Macaulay'a
Lays of Ancient Rome, Longfellow's The Courtship of Miles Standi8h.
·
Required of all first year · Academy students.
· Fiv e times a week throughout the year.
COURSE

COURSE

II

GRAMMAR, RHETORIC, COMPOSITION, L1n:RATUB.E

This consists of a thorough • review of English grammar ·
with special ~ttention to inflectjons, analysis of sentences, and syntax.
R _HETOR1c This is a detailed study of the prID;ciples of Rhetor~c. · Emphasis is laid upon exposition and argumentation. Shackford and Judson's
Oompoaition-Rhetor~c-Literature is used as text-book.
COMPOSITION Written exercises. Special attention is given to . oral _:
composition, conversation, and discussion. .
LrrERATURE
The course in~udes the study of -four or five wor~ of
English and American literature an~ the r~pid reading of others~ Books
for study in 19IS~I914 will be:_ George Eliot's Silas Marner, F~anklin's
Autobiography, Dickens' A Tale of -T wo Oiti6B, ·Palgrave's Golden T,,-eaaury (First Series) Books II- and III, Carlyle's Heroes .and Hero Wo,,-ahfp.
Reqµ.ired of all second year Academy students. ·
Five times a week throughout the year.
GRAMMAR

III RHETORIC, c ·o MPOSITION, LrrERATURE
RHETORIC This is _a more advanced study of the principles of Rhetoric. Emphasis is laid upon description, narratio:n, and exposition.
Shackford and Judson's Oompoaition--Rh6to,-ic-Literaturil is used
as text-book.
·
CoMPOSITION Themes and· written exercises are requi:l"ed
COURSE

/

BOLLINB OOLLEGE
LlTEaATUJtE
In this cQurse five or six works of English and. 'American
authors are studied; The work emphasizes the great periods i_n the history
of English Literature. Works for special study in 1918-1914, will ·be
Shakespeare's Julius Oaeaa·r and A.a Y.ou · LiktJ It; Arnold's Bohrab and
BU11trum; Tennyson's Gareth and Lynette, Lancel,ot and _E laine, and Th~
PatJ8ing of Arthur; Hawthorne's The H OtJ,/16 of ths Seven Gab lea; Emer-son's Eaaaya (selected).
Painter's I nt'l'oduction to A mtJrican Litera"lure is used as text-book.
Required of third year Academy students who have registered either
in the College Preparatory Course (Scientific), or in the General Course.
Five times a week throughout the year.
CoUB.SE IV
CoHPOSITION, LrrEBATUB.E, EXPRESSION
Co.M.POSITION Themes and essays based on the books suggested for
study and practice by the College Entrance Examination Board are required..
.
LrrEBATUB.E
This division of the course includes a review of the
literature studied in previous years, with a study of works designated· by
the College Entrance Examination Board. Works selected for 1913-1914
are: Shakespeare's Ma.cbeth; Milton's Lycidiaa, Oom'UIJ, I/ Allegro, and Il
P~naeroso; Burke's Speech on Oonc,iliation with America, or Washington's
FartJwell Address and Webster's First Bunker Hill Oration; Macaulay-7s
Life of J ohnaon, or Carlyle's Essay on B,urn.a.
LrrERAB.Y AND DRAMATIC INTERPRETATION (See under Courses in Expression, Course III).
·
Required of fourth year Academy students, who have registered in
the College Preparatory Course ( Classical or Scienti~c).
Five times a week throughout the year.
.
NOTE: , A series of talks to the English classes of the Academy on
the use and resources of . the library is given each year by Miss Frances
Mason Ely, librarian. After each talk the class is given a set of questions,
the answers to which are found in the books explained. The work of this
course is credited in the English classes, it being given in the . periods
assigned for those classes.
From four to six talks are · given to each
class.
The points covered are: the purpose and the use of a card catalogue,
together with a .brief explanation of the system of library classification
in use in most American libraries; and the study of a number of important
reference books--dictionaries, encyclopedias, indexes, periodical indexes
(Poole's, and Readers' G,uide to Periodical Literature), year books, indexes
to a few important U. S. Govermn.ent publications, Bible concordance,
dictionaries and encyclopmdias of special subjects, books of allusions,
quotations, atlases, gazetteers, and dictionaries of biography.
. Each student is expected to prepare ~ list of references on a chosen
subject, to material contained in 'the Rollins College Library.
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·. ''The difference between an educated person and on~ not ·educated
is, that the first knows h~w to :find what he wants and the o~er does not."
-E. E.

HALE.

"The difference between one who is trained to 1:l5e the library and one
who is not .is that ·the one who is trained can get more .information from a
copy .of Webster's Unabridged Dictionary than the other can get from · a
thousand volumes."-Da. CANFIELD, Librarian of Columbia University.

GERMAN
I
BEGINNEas' GEDMAN
Thomas's German Grammar. The course also includes the reading of:
easy tales, prose· composition, writing in script from dictation, and conversation.
· .
Five times a week throughout the year.
CoUBSE

CoUBSE II MODEB.·N FICl'ION AND HisTORICAL W1lITOTGS
Thom.as,s German ·arammar, continued. The · work of Course II includes also the reading of selections of ·. modern · and historical fiction,
poetry, and plays; dictation, composition, and conversation. .
Five times a week throug~out the year.
COURSE

III

Review of Grammar. -The work in this course takes up ~e history
of German Liter~ture, with collateral reading," business correspondence,
cmnposition, and conversation.
Five times a week throughout the year.

FRENCH
I BEGINNEllB' FRENCH
Fra~er and Squair's French Grammar. The work consists o·f the reading of easy ~ales, composition, dictation, and conversation.
Five times a week throughout the year.

CoURSE

II
Fras·e r and Squair's French Gramma'I", continued; ·sight translation of
selected works, prose composition,. dictation, collateral read~gs, and conversation.
Five times a week throughout the year.
COUBSE

COURSE

III

.

Review of Grammar; study of selected w~rks from seventeenth century classicists and nineteenth century romanticists. Course conducted in
French.
··
Five times a week throughout t~e yea'.!". ·

...-

_,
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SPANISH

I
BEGINNEBS' SPANISH
De Torno's Combined Spanish Method is used as text-book. The course
includes the reading of easy tales and plays, conversation, prose composition, and writing ·from dictation.
Five times a week throughout the year.
CoUBSE

II MODERN FICTION
This . course consists of private reading, work in advanced grammar
and prose composition.
Five times a week throughout the year.

CoUBSE

III HISTORY OF SPANISH LITERATURE
This course includes a study of selected works from classic writers,
with private collateral reading.
Five times a week throughoµt the year.

CoUBSE

HISTORY
CouaSE I ANCIENT HISTORY
Meyer's Ancient History is used as text-book.
Required of all students in the third year classical course, and in the
second year scientific and general courses.
Five times a week throughout the year.
CoUBSE II

ENGLISH HISTORY

Montgomery's Leading Facts of English History is used as text-book.
Required of second year Academy students who have registered in
the College Preparatory Course (Cla sical), and of fourth year -students
who have registered in the General Course.
Five times a week, second semester.
CoUBSE III

CIVIL GoVEBNMENT

F·ske's Civil Government in the United States, and Yocum's OitJil
Go,,,ernment in Florida, are used as text-books.
Required of fourth year students ·who have registered in the General
Course.
Five times a week, first semester.

MATHEMATICS
I ELEMENTARY ALGEBRA AND PLANE GEOMETRY
This course covers ~e usual amount of elementary algebra and also
the elements · of plane geometry, introduced by experiment and intuition.

CoURBE

THE ACADEMY

Myers's First Year Mathematica for Secondary Schools is used as text-·
book.
.
Required of all first year Acad~my students.
Five times a week throughout the year.

CounsE II ELEMENTARY ALGEBBA
This course covers elementary algebra through simultaneous quadratics, the progressions and the binomial theorem for a positive integral
exponent. It also takes up the use (not the theory) of logarithms . arid _
the slide-i:ule. There is considerable graphic work. ·
Hawkes, Luby and Touton's Second Ye.ar Algebra is used as text-book.
Required of all second year Academy stu~ents.
F ive times a week throughout the year.
III PLANE GEOMETRY AND T.iuooNOMETRY
This ·course covers the usual five books of plane geometry, and plane
trigonometry through the solution of plane triangles. .
_
Hart and Feldman's Geometry and Granville's Plan~ and Spherical
Tf'igonometry are used as text-books.
Required · of all third year Academy ·students in either the classical
or scientific College Preparatory Courses.
Five times a week throughout the _year.

COURSE

IV SoLID GEOMETRY AND TmooNOMETRY
This course covers solid geometry through the mensuration of_ the
cylinder, cone and sphere, reviews_ plane trigonometry through · the solution of· triangles, and covers the elell_lents of analytic trigonometry and
trigonometry on the sphere.
'-.
Hart and Feldman's Geometry and Granville's Plane and Bphe_rical
Trigonometry are used a~ text-books .
.Required of all fourth year Academy students in the scientific College Preparatory Course.
· Five times a week throughout the year.
(This course. is required also of all College students in the first year
if not offered for entranee.)
CoURSE

SCIENCE
COURSE

I

ELEMENT.ARY PHYSICS

This is a beginners' course, presenting the fundamental laws of mechanics, sound, light, beat, and electricity and magnetism. At least . two
year~ of mathematics are· required before the student may register for
this course. Three recitations are held each
week, and two double
periods of eighty minutes eaeh are devoted to laboratory work.
Carhart and Chute's High School __Physics is used as text-book. .
Req~red of. Academy students who have registered in.' the Coll~ge
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Preparatory Course (Scientific). This course or Course II (Elementary
Chemistry) is required of students who have registered either in the College Preparatory Course (Classical), or in the General Course.
Five times a week throughout the year •
(To be given in 1914-1915.)
. .,
II ELEMEN'T.AB.Y CHEMISTB~
This course is designed for those beginning the subject. At l ~ t two
years of mathematics are required before the student may register for this
course. The experimental method is followed, and students are taught
to generalize from particular experiments which they themselves perform.
The course is designed to give a thorough knowledge of the funqam~tal
laws of chemistry~ -Three recitations are held each week, and two double
periods of eighty minutes each are devoted to laboratory work ..
Hessler and Smith's Essentials _of Ohemi.lltt-y is used as text-book.
Required of Academy students who have registered in · the College
Preparatory Course (Scientific). This course or Course I (Elementary
_P hysics) is required of all students who have registered either in the
College Preparatory Course (Classical), or in the General Course.
Five times a week throughout the year.
(To be given in 1918-1914.)
CoUBSE

III PHYSICAL GEOGRAPHY
Dryer's LeBB<YIUJ in Physical Geography is used as text-book.
Required of all first year Academy st~dents.
Five times ·a week, second semester.

CoUBSE

Comum IV ELEMENTARY AsTRoNoMY
- Howe's Deacriptive Astronomy is used as text-book. This course
embraces the elements of the subject. An excellent E. Knaus (Wiesbaden) telescope is a valuable part of the equipment for outdoor astronomical work.
Elective course in the Academy.
Twice a week throughout the year.

CoUR8E V PHYSIOLOGY AND Hyon;NE
Blaisdell's Life and Health is used as text-book.
use is made of the skeleton, charts, microscopes, etc.
Required of all first year Academy students.
Five times a wee~ first semester.

In this course free

.

.

THE SCHOOL OF MUSIC THE SCHOOL OF EXPRESSION -.
.
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.

ROLLINS GLE.E . CLUB."
I

THE . SCHOOL OF · MUSIC
Rollins College has from the first devoted special attention t.o ·
the art of music. It maintains the highest standards, and employs the best-trained and most efficient teachers to be found; and
makes constant use of music as an im.plen1ent of intellectual and
aesthetic culture ..
It is the aim of the School of Music to produce intelligent
musicians in the different branches of the art.
It is a mista~e to suppose that music alone can provide ~
adequate education; th~re is needed a. greater breadth of cul~
than ·music can give. It is therefore greatly to the. advantage of
students in this field ...to
pursue their studies.
in a school. of music
.
.
which is an ~tegral part of a college. At Rollins the pupil
breathes an_ atmosphere of culture, and is encouraged to take up
li~rary, historical, and scientific work, ·by which the min~ is
strengthened and· the character develop~.
Recitals are given once a month, in which those pupils competent to do so take part. The aim of tliese : recitals is not only to
give the students practice in playing before others, but also to .
help them to a · better understanding -and appreci~tion of music. ·
~ ot less important than the regular lesson is the opportunity Qf
hearing music -rendered- artistically. To afford students this
portunity, recitals are given during the year by the best artists
that can be secured.. During the current y~r the following Artist
Recitals were given:
.
November 8~ Miss Marie de V e~asco, Pianiste.
January 7, Mr. Edward Baxter Perry, Pianoforte LectureRecital.
January 17, Mis~ Clarine McCarty, Pianiste. ·
February 24, Miss Beatrice McCue, Contralto.

op-
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In addition to the foregoing, a Faculty Recital was given on
December 7_, and concerts by the Glee ~lub on February 13 and
the Girls, Glee Club on February 21.
Music Hall, adjoining the campus, has a number of practice
rooms with instruments. The auditorium contains a $5,000 pipe
organ and a · new Mason & Hamlin concert grand piano, which.
are used at daily prayers, as well as at public rehears·als and concerts, an~ in the work of instruction. A chorus class exists for
the study of the best choruses and oratorios; its work is sho.wn
to the public in ·several concerts given during the year. Special
drill is given in accompaniment and ensemble work, if desired.
There are also an orchestra and glee . clubs both for men and
women in connection with the School of Music.
Pupils who are taking a full course in the School of Music
may elect any single study in the College or Acad~my-as a
modern language, or English-without extra charge.
Class in~truction, both in the elements of sight singing and . in
the proper rendition of hymns, is open to all students o.f the college f ~ee of charge.
Candidates for graduation from the School of Music must
present a ce~tificate of having completed the course in some approved high school or its equivalent.
All students pursuing a regular course iil the School o·f Music
must select a Major study and several Mino·r s, as · follows:
MA.TOR IN PIANO

P _iano, Voice or Violin or Organ (Courses I and II), Harmony, Counterpoint, Theory, and History.
MA.TOR JN Vo1cE
Voice, Piano (Courses I, II and III), Harmony, Counterpoint,
Theory, and Histo_r y.
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MAJOR IN VIOLIN

Violin, Piano (Courses I, I-I.and III), Harmony, Counterpoint,
Theory, and History.
MAJOR IN ORGAN

Organ, Piano · (Courses I, II and III), Harmony, Counterpoint, Theory, and History.
A diploma. is granted upon the satisfactory completion of any
one· of the foregoing group of studies.
Those students who are unable to take a regular course may
be admi~ed to special work with the permission of the Faculty.
The following courses of instr~ction are offered, subject to modifications, at the discretion of the Faculty, to meet the immediate
needs of the students.
COURSES OF STUDY
PIANO

I
Easy studies in the form of pieces;· scales.

COURSE

COURSE

II

.

Technical exercises; scales; easy Sonatinas of Clementi; Bach ancl
modern cotQ.posers; Bach's Short Preludes and Fugues.
COURSE

III

Bach's Two-Part Inventions; easier Sonatas of Hayd~ M~art, and
others.
IV
Bach's Three-Part Inventions; more difficult compositions of Beetho- ·
ven, Mozart, Chopin, and modern composers.

COURSE

V
Bach's Well~Tempered Clav-ichord; Sonatas by Beethoven; selections
from works of Schumann, Chopin, Liszt, and others; concertos by Hummel, Mendelssohn, Weber, and other masters.

COURSE

VOICE CULTURE

True cultivation of the voice means the development of pure
tone--clear, full and resonant-and its natural and effective use

ROLLINS COLLEGE

in singing.

Not only do we aim at a healthful and skillful management of the breath, corre~tness of .phrasing, attack, legato ~d
intonation, and pronunciation, · but to realize a higher .ideal in all
that is implied in the - broad term "interpretation,'' a musicianly
style of -·singing, and a thorough appreciation · of the best wo~ks ·. of
·the great master~, both old and new.
,
No one method-like that of. the Italians or of the Germansis used exclusively, but the best features of all methods are ·adopted, and used according to the individual needs and wants o! the
pupil.
CoUBSE I

Lessons .in breathing; emission of voice in tone production; diatonic
scale in slow movement; sight reading, easy studies, and solfeggios.

CouuE 11
Study of major and minor intervals; major and minor scales and
arpeggios; chromatic scale in slow movement; legato and staccata exercises; sight reading; progressive studies · and solfeggios; easy songs and
ballads.
Comum III
Major, minor and chromatic scales in more rapid ~ovement; arpeggios ;. sostenuto; phrasing; more difficult studies and solfeggios; sight
reading; songs from classic writers.

~UBSEIV

.

.

Study . of scales and arpeggios continued; advanced studies and solfeg- ·
gios; phrasing; sight reading; ·s ongs from the German, French and Italian
composers; r~citative_ and aria from oratorio and opera.
ORGAN

Pupils cannot be given instruction on the organ till such knowl:.
edge of the pianoforte has been acquired as will insure satisfactory progress on that more complex instrument, the organ_. This
d~mands at least two years of piano study, here or elsewhere. ·
The aim of ·this department is to fit pupils for hol~g -church _

,·
:
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positions. The large organ belong_ing .· to · the college, · anq the
smaller but very effective . instruu{ent recently installed in the Congregational Church, are at the service of pupils_both ·for_ ~t~
tion and practice.
CoUBSJ: I

Clemens's Organ School, or · Stainer's Organ Prim"r; easy trios by .
Rheinberger · and others; Clemen~'s Pedal Studies; -H;ymn Playing. ·
II .
Easier Chorals of Bach .. and others; .Nilson's Pedat Btudi~•.: Bach~s
Little Preludes and Fugues; sight reading of hyn;ins and ot~er o_r.d inary
church music; •. simple _pie~es.
C01JB.SE

III
. Bach's Preludes and . Fugues; selections froin · the best composers for .
organ,. such as ·Guilman~ Lem.are, Dubo~,. Hollins, -1,theinberger, and -others.
COURSE

VIOLI.N

The. violin is the ·instrument best adapted to ~e cultivati~n t:f
the -ear, the study and int-~ rpret_a tion o-f ph,ras~g, and the . development ·o f s~ill a~d .grace -in_ rendition.
·
Instruction in the vio~ is · given, and · ·a ·class· in ensemble
playing has been . f orme~, which all students of the violin are
advised to enter.
~
6

•

I
,
.
.
. Hohmann, Book I to, V; Wohlfahrt, op. 45, Books -I -a~d ·I :I; Wetss•s Harvest of Flowers; Danela's Fantasies; etc• .

COURSE

CoURSE II .

Keyser, Qp. 20, Books II and III; Schradieck's
Etudes; Fantasies by Alard ·and Danela:; etc.

Studies;

Mazas's

III
-Kreutzer's Etudes; Concertos by Accolay, Viotti, Rode, . and oth~rs.

COURSE

.

..
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ADVANCED CoUBSES

Kreutzer, Fiorillo, Rode, Rovelli, and Cavinies's Etudes, Concertos by
DeBeriot, Rode, Spohr, Bruck, Mendelssohn. Concert pieces · by Vieuxtemps; Wieniawski, etc.
HARMONY

This course covers two years and aims to give
the student
a
.
.
working knowledge of niodern harmony. Heacox,s· Elementary .
Harmony and Chadwick,s Harmony are used as text-books.
I
Scales; . major and minor intervals; triads; harmonization of given
basses and melodies; dominant and diminshed sevenths; simple modulation.
CoUJISE

II
Secondary sevenths; chords of the nin~ etc.; chromatically altered
and augmented chords; suspensions; ornamental tones; advanced modulation; organ-point; original work.
CoUBBE

::.a

COUNTERPOINT

This course covers one semester of work . in simple co~terpoint and is required of students wishing to graduate·. Lehmann,s
Simple Counterpoint is used as text-book.
THEORY

AND

MUSICAL

HISTORY

Instructio:Q in the Theory and History of Music is given,
which all students following a regular c~urse in music are required to take. Elson,s Theory of Music and Dickinson,s History
of Music are used as text-books~
EAR-TRAINING

This one-year course is d~signed to develop and quicken the
musical perception. The work requires the constant attention of
the ear. Heacox,s Ear Training is used as text-book.

THE SCHOOL OF' MUB:IC
FIRST SEMESTER..

Exerc~es ba~ed upon . the diatonic major S<,!ales; · notation :studies · hi ·:_ . .
rhythm,. motives, · phrases; the · minor . scale; . chromatic ··passages.; modu.Ia~ . ·
tion, and the period;
SECOND . SEMESTER

Music in .two or more parts, writing and ·thinking . them at once.

,,

THE SCHOOL _OF - EXPRESSION
The work of the School of Expression is both educat~ve and
practi~l; it cultivates imagination and intelligence. The · aim is
~ develop the or,ginality of the student; not to _impose · certain
:fixed conceptions of c1?,aracter,- but to· lead _the studen~ to gain the
correct conception for himself; to carefully ascertain the n~ds .of
the individual an«:f direct the work toward bringing _o ut the best
results of which ·· each student is capable; to remove all physical handicaps in the way of a perfect voice, diction and manner. It
enables the student to find his proper place and rank· as a Reader,
to test his powers in all modes of dramatic expression, and to train
his ~agination to be in symp~thy with the joy and pathos, h.eights
and depths of that humanity he is. to ~terpret. The training jn
this Depa_rtmen~ __is especially intended for those who are expec~g
to teach either Ex:press~on or English, those who are intending 'to
enter_ the ministry.., to become lawyers, or to take up any of the
forms of public speaking, and those who are seeking an education
of gener~l culture.
.
Candidates for graduation must · present satisfactory evidence
of having completed the course in some approved high school ·or its
equivalent.
·
- · Besides the ~o~pletion of the scheduled work · in Expression~
the student- must give evidence of a de_v eloped ima.g ination, a · dramatic sense, and exhibit
certain skill in . technique, before a
diploma will be given.

a

COURSES OF INSTRUCTION
CoURSE

I

Von,.E

BUILDING

-

Special attention is . paid to breathing, tone placing, articula~on, the
development of vocal energy, and to all the common defects of speech.
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THE SCHOOL OJ!' EXPRESSION·

The aim is to acquire a pure .t one, strength and·. flexibili_ty of the . _v oice, . ·
an<l a - natural, easy_ manner ·of reading or speaking from the p~atform.
Exercises are given to eliminate coristr.i ctions in the '_throat, tongne, jaw
and lips; to _·overcome mannerisms and nasal or .- tbrq_a ty constructions of
the . voice, -and to increase and
.propel'ly· place the · tone.
·
.
.
II PLATFORM MANNER AND GESTURE
.
The aim of this course is -to make the body t~e perfect servent of the
will and to free it from a wkwardn~s · and self-consciousness. _S peci,al ·
attention is give·n to d~amatic action, a~d to training for physical response
to sensation, thought and emotion.
·
·
.
· ·
Short pantominic scen~s · ·are _ performed ·a nd th~ · actions are · closely
criticised, with a .view -to establish graceful manner, ease of movement, to
make each movement accurate, adequate and · d~ftriite. Pantomin~ -i s the
purest expression c;>f emotion.
.
Life Study-The · purpose _o f this .work is to ,. teach observation. .and
reproduction _by imitation of people in r·e a1 life and to develop_ creative
power -·as well. ·The student gradually learns to ~o~pose .scenes from bis
own imagination, passing . fl'om imitation to :suggestive and imagil;la~ive
composition.
·
CoURSE

COURSE

III

LrrEB.AJI.T INTERPRETATION

-

.

;

.

The-re will be _a wide reading of p.rose and poetry, · with special atten~
tion to -emotional · interpretation and pr~ciples of criticism. By constant
reading a~oud in class, faults of diction and pronunciation are ~ended
and the habit of consulting the dictionary inculcated / Plays are rehearsed for reading purposes only as exercises in dramatic delivery. Critical
study is _m .ade of · twQ Shakespearean. plays, one tragedy and one comedy,
· with analysis of character, plot . and _ incident; .·expressional reading of
principal scenes. Characters are assigned to members· of · the class and
scenes presented.
. ..

IV PUBLIC SPEAKING .
'
This cours~ is especially intended for students who desire . speeial
work in preparation ·.·for public speaking; so in addition to the vocal culture a .comprehe~sive·. study of oratorical delivery ·is- made. and the· b~st
models of oratory ar·e studied.
·
_
. .
Debating: Study and principles of argum~ntatio~; ·ana}ysis · of propo- sition and definition of_. terms; nature, 'kinds· and tests of · e_v idence; a study
of briefs and brief drawing_; presentation of subject matter; · praetica:l
debating upon live issues; study of par~iamentary -rules gqverning debate. ·
Extemporaneous Speaking: The principles underlying _ extemporaneous
speaking; the prepa:ration of outlines; topics- will be ~ssi~ed in ad vane~
and _ careful preparation of material · required~ but· tl;le address. will be
constructed when the student is . face to face· with his audience. This
course also embraces · impromptu speaking and story -telling. :
COUB.SE

,·.

-
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Students in this class enter the contest
each year for the best original oration.

for the gold medal, given

V PRESENTATION· OF PLAYS
.
The student is here . called upon in stage rehearsals to apply all his
knowledge in practical work. Many things in the work of each pupil.,
weak points and strong, that were not visible before, now -come to light.,
and the capacity and need of each is more clearly · shown.
All members of the School of Expression will be given frequent opportunities to read at student recitals.
·
CoUllSE

THE SCHOOi., OF FINE ART_S .. ·
THE SCHOOL OF DOMESTIC AND .. -, INDUSTRIAL ARTs ·· -·,

.

.

.

..

.

.

THE SCHOOL- OF FINE ~RTS
· It is_ the aim of the School of Fin~ Arts to give its students
a thorough and practical knowledge of the principles of art and
acquaintance with its literature. A three years' course is o:ftered,'
which every student is ~rnestly advised ·to take., and at the satisfactory completion of which a certi_ficate is grant~d.
For those students who do not take the regular course., special
work is provided., which :.jncludes instruction in outline work,
charcoal, pen and ink ·work, and painting in both ·.o il and water .
colors. An elementary course is offered to the students of . the
Academy.
The Rollins Studios occupy a separate building, planned and
erected for the Fine Arts . and Crafts ; they include three wellequipped, airy rooms-the main studio, a modeling-room for work
in clay, wax and plaster, an:d the workshop.
.
COURSES OF STUDY
COURSE

I

CHAB.COAL

w ORK

Still-life, casts., ftgure., and landscape..
I I p AINTING
Oils and water-colors, still-life., landscape., portraiture, and Illiniaturc.

COURSE

CoUBSE

III

MODELLING AND CASTING

From the antique, life., ane _o riginal designs.
IV ANATOMY, PEB.BPECTIVE, HISTORY OF _ ART
All students are required to take this course.

CoUBSE

V CoMPOSITION AND I:i.LusTB.ATION
A sketch class., free to all students in the college, works out
doors
one afte-rnoon a week., the neighboring lakes and drives furnishing unusual
advantages for landscape work, in color or pencil.
CoUB.SE

of

GO
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In connection with the othe!' art courses is offered a course of
illustrated lectur~ on the History of Art and Architecture, History of Ornament and Design, Met~ods of Work in Metals and
Wood, and the Study of the Masters.
The several courses in Fine and Industrial Art - are also a,rranged to accommodate the winter residents who wish to ta~e such ·
work f o~ a limited time. Many ·o f these visitors in search of health
and rest are glad to occupy their time in taking up some of the
college work. The moderate charges made for these short courses
are .in proportion to the other charges of the college.
All finished work will remain under the con~ol of the Faculty
until the close of the school year.

SC-H OOL ·oF ... ·
DOMESTIC ·AND -: JNDUSTR_-AL ·. ARTS.-·,
T :h e following· cotirses ~re oftered in . the_ School · of Domestic
and Industrial Arts. · The work in Pomestie Arts is. carried -on 'in
Sparrell Cottage.
DOMESTIC ARTS
CoURSE I 'CooKING
Twelve complete individual .outfits have been provided for the cooking
class.. One course in plain, and another in advanced cookin~ are · conducted, each meeting weekly, special attention being giv:~n to the condi;_ . ,·
tions <:>f housekeeping in Florida, and t~e artistic sening· of meals. .
II SEWING
In the sewing class. models are made of ·b11-Sting, ni:iJning, overhanding,
backstitching, hemming, French seaming, felling, gathering, the making
of buttonholes and various ·kinds of darning and patching. In _addition
to the fo.regoi_n g · varieties of hand-wo-r k, instruction is given ·ni the use of ~ ·
the sewing machine. • This course is preparatory to ·the ·c ourse in drafting
and . dressmaking.
COURSE

COURSE

III

DBESSHAXING

. INDUSTRIAL ARTS
The work in this department is carried on in the workshop. of the ·
· Studio.

w

I ME'rAL
OlUC .
.
.
·:. . . . .
.
(a) Hailllllered, pierced, and repousse work i~ ~rass . and· copper; trays, · ·, · · .
bowls,_, ~andlesticks, shades, and desk sets.
··.
·.
.
· ·
(b) J'ewelry work -and enameling; including the makblg of simple ·
buckles, brooches, . hatpins:, . etc.
·
CoUJ1.SE II . Woon WoBK .
.Wood-carving, . and the elementary use of carpenter's tools. ·
COURSE III
LEATHER .WORK
Tooling, modeling, cut work, and applique.
COURSE IV
BASKETRY
The course in basketry consists of twelve lessons, as follows:- · · ( 1} ·
single reed · mats, (2) , and (S) double reeds .i n variously sba~d ·baskets,
(4) triple weave, (5.) and (6) reed and raffia in colored designs, (1). and
(8) coiled raffia baskets, colored de~igns, . (9) and (10) Florida - grass . baskets, ( 11) and ( 12) ·braiding in raif_ia and palme~o ··f or hats.
CoUB.SE v
HoME DEcoB.A.Tio:s ·
W eav.i ng of ftbre. . mto pillow cases, rugs, etc., stenciling of curtains
and home furnishin~s. ·
CoU1l8E
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COURSE FOR .TEACHERS
Rollins College wishes to do what it can_ to provide capable
and well-trained teachers for the_ public schools of. Florida. . It
is believed that the best possible preparation · for the work of
teaching is secured by the taking of a college 'course, supplemented
by studies in pedagogical history, theory, and method, and tha~ t~e
minimum amount ·of preparation required of any teacher in any
school, city or rural, should be a full high school or academy course.
Students who are preparing for the work of teaching are therefore
earnestly advised to take the full academy course at least, and tM
college course, if possible. Those who are unable to do this, however, will be received as special .students in pedagogy, and at the
end of one or more years 0£ successful study will be given a cer- .
ti:ficate stating the ground covered and the d¢gree of proficiency
attained.
Among the regular academy and college courses offered at ·
Rollins, there are included courses in psychology, the principles
of education, ·the history of education, . sight reading in music, and
school hygiene, whi~h may be taken by · those -who are preparingfor school work. Lectures are also given on various points con._
nected with school mana·g ement by some of the mos~ successful
teachers of the State. The classes of the Sub-Preparatory department furnish opportunity to students for observation apd practice,
under Miss Wilkins"s direction.
The college li~rary contains a large and choice collection of
books, covering every phase of ·educational theory, history, an,l
method.
A two-months Review Course for teachers will be given -this
year, as he~etofore, during l\pril and May.

ROLLINS OOLLEG;E
~h~ obj~ct of this course is. to furnish the students · of· Rollins _

College and any others who may wish to take the June exanµ.Da- · .·
tion for -teachers an opportunity to _review all the studies required
for first and .second grade certincates-Civ~ Government, · ·T heory
and Practice of Teaching, United States History, Physiology, Political . and· Physical Geogra:phy, English Grammai.- and· . Compo~i:..
tion, ~gebra, and Arithmetic-and to · drill them in the· most effec~ve and approved _methods of teaching. T~e text-books used
will be those prescribed · by the State _BQard · of Education.
The course will be wider the charge : of Mi~s Wilkins, who · •
wijl be assisted by Mrs. Cai;oUne ·Hills Abbott ·a nd by Preside.a t-.
Bla~kman, Dean Enyart, Mrs. Ferguson, Dr. Hyde, Prof. Black. man, _Prof. Palmer, and other members of the college ·faculty.
Lectures and informal talks on various topics connected with
_school management may be expected. from several successful teachers of the Staite.
Members of this class may also take any other work in the
College or Academy for which they · may be fitted, without . charge.
Teachers in the public ·s chools of :florida, ·properly certified
as such by county sup~rintendents o~ principals, will be giv~n free
-tuition and room rent for this Course; board will be furnished in .
the college .dining -hall., if desired, at the rate of .$8.50 per week.

-·

STUDENTS' ROOM IN THE WOMAN'S DORMITORY.

THE , BUSIN·E SS . sCIIOoL::_· .. >-•

•.

•

J

•

·Two course~ .o f study are .o ffered: (a) th~ Colri-s~ iµ·. Jlookkeeping,_.Accoun~g, and Co~merci_a l J;.,aw, and (b.) _the Shorthand
and_ Typewriting . Cou.rse: Stu~ents· of aver~ge ability ·wh.o are
willing to apply. themselves _assiduously inay _,· e~pect to e:omplete
either of these· _c ou.rses in two years; high school graduates may be
able_--t o complete either ·_c our_s e in a -sµigl~ - year. : Upon·. sati~f~ciory
completion of a course ~ certificate
granted. ·.
A compl~te b a ~ g ·an·d office equip-m e~t bas •~en establisboo
in the .rooms of the Business ~chool, by means of which t~e stu- dents of the Commercial C_o urse' are organized into _a busines~
community.. Actual busin.e ~s practice and t'1e~retical ~ookl:ceep. ing are combined. . · ';['h_e air of th~. counting-ro~m a~d offi~e r3:ther
than ~hat of the s·c hoolroom prevails.
An advance c_o nrse. in · higher accounting. is offered du~ing . the
second ·ye~r., in which the student . is given a thorough training· in
Amer~can -n ·a tiona~ banking, · ~orporation ac~~®ting, partriers:bip
settlements, the adjusting ·of deran~ed· acco~ts, _th~ vouc'her .system as applied to. -mercantile and ma~ufac~ing business, etc~
Each ~tudent _in bank accounting is required to . :fiU fo.~ a considerable lengt~ of time the · position of disco1:111t and collection clerk, ·
corre.spondence -cle.r k, · clearinghouse clerk,, - paying- and receiving
teller.,~ individual ·bo.o kkeeper; general bookkeeper, -assist~nt ·c~hier ·and cashier. .
The Shorthand department i~ ~quipped with an ampl~ supply
of' typewriting. machines. A - thorough · drill in lette.r and ·general
dictation taken in shorthand an~ transcribed on the typ~writer.;
also · drill in lettel.". _ and ge~eral di~tation direct to the typewriter
. is given -the second -_ year.
As a preparation for the Business Course the student ·mus~.
have had the cours_es of study of the Sub-Preparatory years of

is

·..

•
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Rollins Academy or their equivalent, namely, English grammar,
reading, writing and spelling, arithmetjc, geography, and American history.
COURSES OF STUDY
CoUBSE I

BooKKEEPnro, AccouNTINo

. AND COMMERCIAL

LAw

Booking and Banking, Manufacturing, Jobbing and Commission, the
Voucher System, ·Commercial Law, Business Correspondence, Essentials
of B~iness Arithmetic, Orthography and Penmanship.
.
The elementary set in Bookkeepjng illustrates a general mercantile
business, conducted by a single proprietor. The cash, purchases, and
sales-books are used from the start, as well as the journal and the ledger.
This set applies the foundation principles of modern accountancy, and
presents a most interesting and thorough preliminary drill in bookkeeping, and in accounts classified under the rules of accountancy.
The wholesale set illustrates a wholesale business, conducted by a
partnership, and shows a specialized development of the principles of
accountancy as applied in a wholesale business. The cash, purchases,
sales, r .e turned sales, sales rebates and allowances, insurance expense,
notes receivable, notes payable, and other books are used, in connection
with the general ledger and the sales ledger. Incidentally, a vast amount
of detailed information in regard to a wholesale business, primarily in
groceries, but also in other lines is given.
In the manufacturing set the books of a manufacturing concern, co.nducted by a corporation operating fully equipped works, are shown.
This set illustrates a complete cost system, based upon the most recent
scientific methods for the distribution of expense costs; also a complete
systeJD of manufacturing accounts with controlling accounts in the general
ledger for all manufacturing processes. The voucher system for purchase
accounts is used.
.
The commission set shows a commission business, conducted by a
corporation transacting busine$s as a commission merchant and jobber.
This set is supplemented by. an extensive series of drills in opening and
closing corporation books. The cash journal, account-sales register, and
other books with special rulings are used. ·
The object of this course is to teach the student the principles of
bookkeeping and accounting, and th~ . relation that exists between the
- work of the bookkeeper and that of the accountant. Since the accountant
niust be a bookkeeper before he can be an accountant, we make the book_k eeping feature the strongest part of the course, but introduce the account:Jng feature at every opportunity. The student is taught the importance of
.a correct record and accuracy, as well as the prope? classification of
Accounts.

·.··

..

THE B 'U SINESS 8.0HOOL
COURSE

II

6'7

SHORTHAND AND TYPEWJll'fiNG .

Isaac Pitman· Shorthand, Touch · System of·
reS}>ondenee and Orthography.
.
Tu obtain a passing grade in Shorthand and
be required to reach the following standards.:
In Shorthan~. orie hundred ( 100) words . a
tive minutes, correctly- written.
In fypewriting, sixty (6.Q) words a minute
utes, correctly written.

Typewriting, English Cor,
Typewriting students. will
·
.
minute for . three consecu·
for ·three consecutive- ~in-.
>

: -..

•

SPECIAL COURSES · FOR SPANISHSPEAKING STUDENTS
Special courses have been organized to teach Spanish-speaking. students. the English lane,iage as quickly and thoroughly .-, s
possible. In Cow.:_~es I, II, and III, no_ Spanish is spoke~ in the
class-room. As soon as the Spanish-speaking s~dents are prepared to do so, they enter the regular classes.
CoUBSE I

BEGINNING ENGLISH

Object-lessons, conversation, reading 1:1,nd dictation, elementary work
in grammar, and drill in writing.
CoUB.SE II

ADVANCED ENGLISH

Reading and dictation, conversation, grammar and composition.

Cot71l.SE III

AluTHMETIC

This course includes special drill in the reading of problems.
CoUBSE

IV

TB.AxsLATXON

English into Spanish, and Spanish into English.
NOTE-Each course is given five times a week throughout the· year.

COLLEGE CAMPUS FROM LAKE , IRGINIA.

!

..

EXPENSES
The school yea:r of 1918-14 will begin Oct,<>ber I and.wili end ·· ..
May 28. The_cost ·of board, room, and _tuition will be $210 in the
College ~nd . $190 in th~ Academy . o~ . Bu~iness S~hool, . exc~pt fo-r those who · rooni in - Chase Hall. · . The very lo~ . ·c ost· .of edu~tion ·
at Rollins . is .not due to l~ck of equipment, or · inferior quality of
instructi~n afforded,: but tQ the _inc~me . provicl~d-_by -~he Efido~ent
F~d; and .by the ·generous ·. gifts- of the friends . of the institution.
. ..
The year is divided into tw9 - semesters, ·of four months eac4~
~'ach .student 'lftay have a aeparat~ room, an~ no · e~tra charge
will be mad~ .for ·r o~ming _al,one.
.
The follow~g .are . th~ charges . for each semester of: four ·
months,. in the severa~ · departments-~

COLLEGE

\

Board, room, and tuition · ·····························-------·····-·-·- --·:..---.-···--····- ---.$105 00
Table -l:>oard. . ..... . ...... . ·. . ·······--·----·---· .....•...·-·-•----·-·-·-·-------·-· . ►- . .......· - · · · -✓
68 ·oo
RooI'.11 . rent ..►
~
~
·17 00
Tuition ........ __ _______ .... ~ ....·-·· ........... ...................................... ·. ................................. _ ..... .. · . · SO. 00
............

.. • • • • • • • • • • • •. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

• • • • ., . . . . . . . . . . . . _

•••

•

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .-• ••............ _ , , , . .. ,... . . . _

•·

ACADEMY AND BUSINESS SCHOOL .
.

.

.

Board,. room., and .tuition . . _ .................. ~ ..............................................~ .....:............... - .................._$ 95 00 ·
Table board · ......... --.... --............. .................................................... .. ....... ·... .. .... ·............ · .. , ... ___ . · 58 00 ·

~ftfo·n rent ......~. . . .·-~..---...·_-_-_-_· ·~---. -_-_-_-_-~•P· . .-_-_-_-___ _-_-..·_-_-_-_~ ··_-_-_-,·_-~-.··.-...... . .........-.......~_.. . _..
Use of typewriter OT adding m~cbin~., one period daily.._______..................- .
Each additional . period_ .'.' ...................:.:. ........................ ~--.. ~----···-~···~··......-.......

--·:=. .::::::::::::::::. -~ .-~~ :
,5 00
2 ·. 00

. SCHOOL OF MUSIC
Piano:, 40-minute lessons twice· a . week -in .classes............·.·-·-·-.. --.. '"---·-·.... -- $20 00
Pipe organ, 40-minute lessons twice ·a week in classes .... ~ .... ,........_ .........- ......~ 2_0 <>O .
Voice culhire,. 40-minute· lessons twice a week in .classes .........................-... 20 · 00
Violin, 40~minute lessons · twice a · week iµ classes ..~....... ~-~---..
· ~· 20 . 00
Half-hour-private lessons, twice a ·week, any ~f the ~boy-~~~----~---:• .._••--- · 25 - 00.
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Half-hour private lessons, once a week, any of the above...........·-·-· · LS 00
Single lessons~ each ......................
I _ 00
Harmony and Counterpoint, eacb......·---······-················-··--··········-···-····;.
7 60
History, Theory, and Ear-training, each........ ~ ........................·... ···-······-····
o 00
Use of piano for practice, one period daily.........~-·····--········-········---····
5 · 00
Each additional period ........................................................................
2 50
Use of pipe ·o rgan for practice, one period daily, with electric
blower ... ··-··············· -- - ..................... ·-·········· ..... -·························- 15 00
Each additional period· .......................................................................... 10 00
Single hour ............ ................... . ..........................................·-········ ,....
25
r

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ._ . •

SCHOOL OF FINE ARTS
Charcoal Work
Three lessons per week ........................................................................$ 20 00
Painting .
.
. Three lessons per week .~ ....................,. ................................................. · 20 QO ·
Miniature Painting ·····-··········--················· ............._..................................... · - 20 00
Modeling
.
Three - lessons per week .............................. ~......................................... 20 00
Elementary Course in Drawing
One lesson per week, . with two practice periods .......... ~...................
6 00
Sketch Class ·..................................................................................................... . Free

SCHOOL OF DOMESTIC AND INDUSTRIAL ARTS
Cooking, twenty-four lessons ..................... : ..................·................................$ 10 00
Sewing, twelye !es.sons •' ·····································-·························-················ ·10 00
Dressn;uildng, tw~lve lessons --·········· .. ······.·~···;.·········--······---······--··--·-···--··· 10 ·0 0
Metal Work ...................... .............................................................................. 10 00
Wood Work .--·-·-·-······-·-················--····· ···························-·······················-·-·-·· 10 00
uather Work ·····························-···········--· ··············--··-······-·······----·--··---·-····· . IO 00
Basketry, twelve lessons ··············--··················-·············-~-·······················~··
6 00
Home Decoration .....................·. .............. . ···-···········································--·· 10 00
Architectural and Mechanical Drawing -----•--•m•-••m-«•------------.. ~........... 10 00
· Lessons in Cooking ·and Sewing are free · to those who are enrolled · in
. other departments.
.

SCHOOL OF ·EXPRESSION
Hour lessons twice a week ··--·--···-··············-···················-······-··-···········-·····$· ·40 00
Half-hour lessons twice a week ......................... ~ ............................... ~........

20 00

SPECIAL COURSES FOR SPANISH-SPEAKING STUDENTS
Per semester ............ · ................................ ··············-······ ··························--·$ 25 00

........
: .

EXPEN~EB
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·DIPLOMAS AND CERTIFICATES
Bacca~aureBtte Diploma . --····-·~---u••-:-..-·..... ~ ...........~.:.. ·-·~·······~-·-··: ......·-···~'"-··$ 5 00
Certificate .of. gr~duation from the Academy" S~hools 'Of Music, Ex~·
pression, _1;1,nd . Fine Arts, or Business Schoo[_._.. ~ ...... :..·.: ................ .-.. . 2 50

EXTRAS
An extra charge ot' twelve dollars per semester will be made for -rooms·
in Chase Hall. ·
·
. .
_ _ ·.
.
.
·
A laboratory chaTge o·t five dollars is made in Chemistry classes, and
of three dollars in Physics_ ~lasses. _
·
. .
A gymnash1m suit should be provided~ at a ·cost qf fr9m· $4.50
.-$5.50.
.
A charge of thr~ d(?llars per. semester for each 16-candle pow~r lamp
is ma.de each student to . ¢over the cost of electric lights. · . · ·
.
A deposit ·o f $10 must be made . by · the: student at the tDI:1e of. his
registration. From this amount $2 will . be deducted ·fo'r the use of the
gymnasium, · boat-house, teDl':lis ·courts', and a.,thletic field. The remainder
will be refunded at ·the close of the year, less any library ~r other fines, or
charges for daµiages , to ~~e property of -the college, which · may be assessed.
If a student remains ~t _the college during all or part o~ the Christmas
holidays, he will be- expected to pay for board . and roo~ at the- rate of
one dollar a day.
·
With the . ~:xception of the . C.OBt of laundry, from; one -to two dollar•
a month, and .tezt-books, the above cove.r s all necl!ssairy e:xpense11. ·

to

SCOLARSHIPS AND SPECIAL FUND~ .- .

The following perpetual ·schol~rships h _a ve been established - .
by the payment of $1,0_0 0. each. . The income. of these. scholarships -~ · -·
will be a~signed to · ~tudents·-who are, distinguishea° _for · high. character and diligenc.e ·in s~dy; and w~ose ~ircums"~ances may- req~re
it.
l.
THE CHASE ScHoLARSHIP, given by l\{r. --Lo:r~g Ati~tus
Chase of Chicago., Illinois., and ~inter . Park, one. of the founders_·
of the town
Winter Park. _ Mr. C -h ase is since· deceased..
2.
THE HALL S~:'HOLARSHIP, given by MT. and Mrs·. · Charles
Henry Hall . ~-f Evanston., . Illinois., and Maitland. . M,:•. ' and Mrs-~·.
Hall a~e since decease_d .
8.
THE ., MARK ScHOLARSHiP, given by Mr. and Mrs. Charles

of

....
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LeRoy Mark of Fredonia, New York, and Winter Park. · Mr.
Mark is since deceased.
,
4. THE ScoTT SCHOLARSHIP, given by Mr. and Mrs. John .·
F. Scott of Pittsburgh, Penn.
5. THE BuRLEIGH ScHoLABSHIP, given by Mrs.
Matilda
Burleigh of South Berwick, Maine. Mrs. Burleigh is since deceased.
6. THE BANQUET ScaoLARSHIP, raised by the Faculty and ·
students- of Rollins ·college during the years 1903-1905, in grateful recognition of the gift to ~e College of $50,000 by Dr. D. }<.
Pearsons of Chicago, IJI., and the raising of the ~ndowment Fu:id.
This is an Honor Scholarship, and is assigned by the Faculty ·Lo· · ·
the student, preferably of the Sophomore class, who is deemed
mo~t worthy.
_
·
7. THE ANotER ·ScHOLARSHIP, given by Mr. 'A ._ E. Angier of Boston., Mass., a~d available for young men only.
-S. THE WYETH ScHOLARSHIP, given by Mrs. N. J. Wyeth
and Messrs. -Harry B. Wyeth, John · H. Wyeth, Jr., and George
A. Wyeth 'in memory of their husband a.nd father, John H. Wyeth,
. for many years a membe~ ·of the E~ecutiye and Investment Committees _o f the Board of Trustees .o.f Rollins College.
9. THE PALMER ScHOLARSHIP., given by the trustees ·of the
Francis Asbury Palmer Fund in memory of Mr. .Palmer.
10. THE .DVVAL ScHOLARSHil>, amounting to $1,500, given
by the f9llowing donors, mostly resident .in· Jacksonville, _and available for a graduate of the Duval High Schoo~: J. W. Archibald,
E. P. Axtell, Hon. N. P. ·Bryan, Coon~ & _Golden; R. V. Co~ington, H. and W. B. 'Drew Co~, Col. E._C. Long, Mrs. E. J. McD~,
J. R. Parrott, E. P. Richardson, C. B. Rogers, Charles P. s .u ~e:r,
Union Congregational Chu~ch, Edwin ·S. Webster of Boston, .and
Lorenzo A. Wilson.

-E XPENSES
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The income of the_ELIZA WoRTHINGTON FuND of $1.,600, ·ere- ·
ated by· the Hon. Augustus Sto~s Worthington of Washington,
D. C., and Mrs. Lucy Worth~gton Blackman of ·winter Park, ·in
memory -of their mother, is de-voted to the· maintenance of the · De:partment of Domestic• Arts.
THE HARMON LoAN- FuND, given by Mr. ~- E. Harmon .of ·
New York, is loaned to students of high character un:der conditions which may be -learned by inquiry at the Treasu:rer;s office.
In order to show their interest in the ~ork of our Florida High
Schools and to encourage the graduates of these schools to pursue
a college course, and to do this within the State, the Trustees of
Rollins College have decided to offer for the present free _tuition to
all graduates of sue~ Florida High Sch~ols as maintain a satisfactory four-year course. _In case any such student is not fully
prepar.e d to enter the freshman cla~s at the College, h~ may com~
plete his preparatory work . in the Academy .. without .( ?harge for
tuition. Students · availing thems_e lves of thi~ opportunity will be
expected to present testimonials of high character and good ability
from the pr~cipals _o f the schools in which they have studied. This
offer is in.ade only to the graduates of the High Schools of this
State.
TERM

BILLS

Term bills must· be -p~d at the comm.ence~~nt of each semester. · The money should be remitted to "Rollins Colleg_e n by
New Yor~ draft, or - postal order payable in ~inter Park, Fla.
When students l~a'De before the close · of the semester, no deduction will be made for tuition (!r room rent, and no· reduction "for ·:
board for a period of less than four weeks. In case of absence
from the college during the semester due to illness or other cause,
no deduction will be · made for tuition or room rent, and none for
board for a leas- period ·than two week;.

ROLLINS COLLEGE

· All pers~ns boarding in the ~titution ·are required .to bring
two pairs of sheets, two pillow-cas~s, . two. blankets, a comforter,
io~els, tabl~napkins, and a napkin-ring. All rooms are provided
. with single beds.
The rooms furnished . to students by the college are comfort·
able and. attractive, and the l?oard abundant. and _who~esome; those,
-however, who pref~r to d _o so, may find homes with approved
families in the village, by special permission of the Faculty.
TRANSPORTATION

Winter Park is easy of access, ~s it is situated on both the
Atlantic Coast Line and the Seaboard Air Line railways.
VACATIONS

AND

HOLIDAYS

There are usually short recesses at Thanksgiving anq. at the ,
holiday season. The . coming year the holiday recess will begin
December_ 19., 1913,_ at noon., ·and end_ January I, 1914, at 7:30
p. m.
Parents and guardians are earnestly requested not to ask per- .
mission· for their children to· absent themselves during term time
unless absolutely necessary. When students are thus absent they
will be required.,. unless especially excused., to make ·up. priv-ately
each recitation missed; and to pay a fee of fifty cents for each such
private recitation and one dollar f o~ each examination.
_ It is very important that all students should be present at the ,
commencement of the semester.
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FORMS OF BEQUEST .
GENERAL

BEQUEST

I give, bequeath and devise to Rollins College, a Florida corporation,
of Winter Park, Orange County, Florida, the sum of
------------ .--------------·-·····-..... -···-·-· ·········---·-·- ·---.... ---·--·-. --------· ---·-·----.. ----.... ·---··-... Dollar~,f or the use and benefit of the · said college.

BEQUEST FOR PB.OFESSORSHll' Oll SCHOLABSHIP

I give, bequeath and ,devise to Rollins College, a Florida corporation,
of Winter Park, Orange County, Florida, the sum of
-.. ------- ---- -- -... ------ -------- ---

-- ----- ----

.
------- ----- ---- ·--- .. -- . ------- ---. ---- ----- ---- -- .. -.. --- ------- -- ----- --- Dollars,
.

to· be invested and called the ---·----·--------···------·-···-········--·····-··-···~·-··.:···---··-··········-·Professorship ( or Scholarship).
Twenty-five thousand dollars will endow a · professo:rship and fifteen
hundred dollars a scholarship.
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·. -L IST -O F- ST.U DENTS
..

SENIOR CLASS
Bucher, George · Conrad ...·--·····-···~·... .
·-·-·--·--·--·---··..--·..-Decatur, Ga.
Daniels, Mabel .Eliza....~·-······-·-·-·-···············.......................................,; .............. Orlando
Little, E"IDma J _a ne................. __. __ ......................_...... -·-··-·., ................____~__ _..._ ..__ .;. ...
t Dora ·
Martin, H ·e rbert .Alexander.......................... - ......-....... ~.. --... ;..... _ ......_.Meriden, Conµ.
McCarqe~ Chest~r ~l".ankliri- ..............·-···-·····-·....-~:..---........._:_ ............St. Petersburg
. Nickerson, H.ar~y Arthur..........·-·····-·..··· .................. _ .........._._Boothbay · Harbor~ Me.
Pike, n -e an Shernian...... -:- ..........:...; .................._.-...............:........ ~ ........~......................Canaa~ ~.H.
_W t?therill, Dyke Delno........~---.................................._......·.....................~~ ........ ":..Cleveland, O. _

Moun

JUNIOR CLASS
Klingler, Ha..rry Samuel....... ~........................ ~~..........~ ...- ..............................................-... Butler_; . ·P enn.
Prentiss, Arthur Arnold...................................:.........._ ... _.__ .. ....:......._New Brunswick, N .J.

SOPHOMORE CLASS
Avery, Clella Milli¢ent.............. .;. .. ~-------·· ..-· ..........
~
New Orleans, La..
Betts, Florence MerrilL-~.............................;.-......................~ ........~..........~-·---...-..-·Winter Park
Buxton, Dorothy · In_
g raham.....................~............................... ·
_ ~.Owatonna, M ~
H~ Kathleen _. Louise ..................· - ·.....:.........- -........~ ........... _ .. ___ ...... ~.....·....- ....................l\f aitla~d.·-., •
.Landst.reet, A~thur Frank..•••....;._..:...................... _ ..... ;... ........ _ ......._......... _ ...,............... _ ...... Mianii.
!""" ........

............. '!' _

FRESHMAN CLASS

1a.n:cio

Bellows, A .n nie Celestia..~·-~--···· ..· ............:........:._ .... _ .... ___ ......... .:....:............... --............ Or
Betts., Ruby Kath~rine ........................................................ .: ........ _.~....... ~ ......_.....;..............-:- ....... ~ .........Sanford ·
Bryant, Erroll · William....................................... ~ ....................... _ ....- ...·---~··---:....... Sh!!rbroo~e,- -Que. · _
Clark.,. Geraldine ............................... - .......... ~ .......................................................... ~ .... .:....................~ ....-. ....... Inverness ,
Clark., .Ro bin.a Carrie ....................,......... - ........................ _:. ......................... - .......... .:.....-:-~... Danbury~ - Conn.
Donaldson, Lesl~y B~_c e.........:... ..........-~.-................... ...; .._.......................... Battl~ Creek,. Mic~
Estefatµ., -Luis Gonza.lez...........-.,. .................·.......................-............. _ .... _~.,_ ...............Havana, · Cu,ba·
· Hollinger., Ru th ........................................ :. ..• _ ............. ~~--..--~ .. ----··~-........ ~~--..···--·-·-· .. -.. ~-..:--........Altoona
Inman, .Will:is -C lay.............. ;___..__ .......................·....................- ............:. ...............................: ... Lora.in, O.
IA>v~, Gladys _Allen .. - ...................~ .................................................'...... _.:. ......... ., ....... - ..................Lakeland
Marvm,, . DoQald. MitcbelL ....... ~ ..........................·.
. _... _ ................. ""."Fort .M.;,:t~ Sale~ N .J. .
Palmer., Letha:: Kate .................. .-............... ~ ...-..................... ~·......_ .........._.:............................_.................. Windermere ·_ .
· Peschmann; Evelyn Maud ...... .-........ ---.--.. - .................i.... . ~ ..................·............ :---......Cleveland, O. · :
Twitchell, Caryl .Emery.~ ......................:..~--.. ~---............ - ...... - .........____ ~.. ~~-......:.~ ..:-~ansfteld, o. ~ u ....

...

,..._

.
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SPECIAL
Ideson, Eleanor Gertrude........................--..··············--·········-·--······--Norwood, O.
Smith, J oMnie Marion..·-·--··---········--···-········-·-·-·-····-·-·········-······-·····-···········Orlando
Weston, Barbara ..~···-········-·················-··-···············-······~······················Brooksville

The Academy
FIRST YEAR
-Berger, Clifton WiJJiarn ········-··············-·······-·········· ................... _ ........_.... -Tampa
BQrden, William J oseph ................................................·-··········-·······~·: ............Ocala.
Broward, Elsie Isabelle....... --•·······---······--···-·······-···································Jacksonville
Broward, Enid Lysle·--···················-·····························-··········--···-········J acksonville
Clark-, Andrena. ········-·--······-·-·-····-····-············-·········-···················-·Da.n bury, Conn.
Cornelison, Richard Patterson................................. ·-··············-···-·········.:.Lakeland
Fortner, uonora Mae.-.....-. ..................................................................... Kissimmee
Froemke, Ger~d William_ ........·--··-·······························~·-····-·········-···Sheldon, .N. D.
Giddings, William W ern~r:·················-·····-·····················--·········--········Winter Haven
Lawton, John Cater.......................................................................................... Oviedo
Martin, Walter RaY·--························--··-···-····················-·--·---··-······Winter Haven
Melvin, Gilbert Albert ......................................................East N ewm.arket, · Md.
Peschrna~ Susanna Elizabeth........................................................ Clevelaµd, O.
Prange, Carl AdolplL.. -························--·········--···································J acksonville
Reed, George Clifford ........................................................................Drayton Island
Roberts, George Bisson....·----····················-··-······..············-········-··-·····Winter Park
Rowland, William MarshalL .......................................................................Orlando
Russ, Emmette ........ ···-···--······ ....................................................................Tangerine
Taylor, Aaron Alexander.................................................................................. Shiloh
Taylor, Thomas DeWitt....................................................................................Shiloh
Wallace, George Redding...................................................:................... Bradentown
Wheldon, Maurice Austin .................................................... --..............Orange City
Williams, Jennie Mildred. ..·-·············-·······················································Gabriella
SECOND YEAR
Carpenter~ Merrick Stowell............................................................ _ ............Orlando.
Darrow, Richard Gordon................... _ ·-·-················-···············-············Okeechobee
Foley, John Sherwood ..·.........................~ .......................................Charlevoix, Mich.
Galloway, .Edna Lowse................................................................................ Maitland
Gates, ·Katherine Maxwell. ...............................................................Winter Haven
Hill, James Harold ..........:........................................ -···-··--···············--····-··.Maitlaud
Klemm, Arthur Richard..- ............................................................... _Winte-r Haven
I.Ayton, Kathl~n ··········----···-·················--··--························--·-················Tangerine
Mallory, Francis Bolton.....................................-·········-:·············--·-·······Batavia, Ill.
Sherman, Charles DanieL ... ·-·······-····--······--····················· ·····-············Castile, N.Y.
Stone, Florence Mercedes ....................................................................Winter Park
W arne-r, Paul Quincy...........•............... ~·················································-·--·St. Cloud

: .· '19
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THIRD YEAR .
Briley, Audrey J essie.-......... ~.·-····-··········---············· ···:............... ."... - ....... - .... Oaklan
Corre, Mary Priee.......... ·-·······································-·····~······-·········~···············Ormond
Doggett, Katherine Young................................... :··-····-····Clemson College, S.C.
E-rvin, Vance .............. ·.. ·.. ·---··············--·~······-··················································Higley
Froemke, Fayette Lawrence•.. ·-······--·······-··-··-···················-········Sheldon, N ..D.
Harris, Martha May ......... ._ .............................._. ..................•...............Winter Park
Major, Priscilla W ells ..... .:.·-···············.. ···············-··-·-········_.~ ........................ Palmetto
Mallory, Richard Henderson ..................................... U••···-······-···-·······Batavia, Ill.
0 lin, Lila Rae ..........................................·.. ····-······--·····························~·····Melbou·r ne
·Pearce., Mildred I..ewis ...........••.•.•.•..............................................•..............- .. P ala tka
Pellerin, Sadie. S~ wyer ······························ ·································-··Brattleboro, Vt.
Rose, Edgar William ..........................................................-·················~-·····Lockhart
Sadler, Julian Eu.gene ............................................................•······-······--····Oakland
Shen:Qan, Gardiner ·····-················--·-· ..··········-·············-···-··-·~···Bar Harbor, Me. :
Stineman, James Calvin........................................................... ~.South Fork, Penn.
Stone, Annie Catherine ................. .-..•.................. ·--·-·······················~·~Winter Park
Stone, William E rnest ....... ·-·······-···········-····-······-············· .. ········-·······-Winter Park
. Tild~n, Clarence Gazelle ....................................................
Winter Garden
Tilden, Gladys · May.......... ····:-·······················-·····································Winter Garden
u

...............

FOURTH YEAR
.

.

Bald win:, Celia J osephlne............ ~ ..................................................................... Archer
Bucher, Louise .................................................................................... -Decatur, Ga.
Fordham, Daniel Henry..............·--·--·····································--Greenport, N. Y.
Gowdy, Lois Davies ............·-············--···········-···················~·-·-···;···············-Sanford
Harris, Elnier Kennison....................................................................Winter Ha VP.n
Jacobson, Ralph ....................................................................... ·······-· ······-··-···pala tk11.
Moremen, May Elenor................................·-········;·········~··········-················..Maitland
Moremen, Wilson Augustine-·····-···································-··-···-···-···-·······Maitland
Venable, Charles Fontaine...... ·---········-··············-·································Center Hill
SPECIAL
Barze, Roland -·································--·····················-···-·······--·······~---~-·· Winter Park
Clark, Lucy . ue......... ·-······-·····················-'=-·-············--··--·····--·IA>okout Mt., Tenn.
Drew, Helen U sner.......................................................................~.·-············Orlando
Durranc~ wrene Alice.......... - ............_.......................................................Wauchula
Hooker, Ethel N ellie.. .:.........·-·········--·············--·····················-···········-·J acksonville _
P:rine, _ Ruby Estelle........-. ...................................................~ ......... Bradley Junction
Smith., Katie Louise..............·-···-·--·--······-··············-···--····-······--············Winter Park
Smith, ·M ary Alberta .. _............................. - -················-·····--·······-·--·-·Winter Park
Solley, Theodore Houston............·-·······················--················-·····-··New York City
Thompson, ·Viola Louise............................·---················-·······---·-·Chappaqua, N. Y.
Wilkins, Marjorie Lucile .......................................... ·-·····-·····--······-Titus.ville, Penn.
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Alfonso, Alberto .Jose................ < ,... ._....·------------···-------·--------··-----Matanzas, Cuba
Chess, Martha Ann.·--··--···~·····--·······················-······-················---···Pitts burgh, Penn.
Cornelison,· Richard Patterso11-......... ~·-·--··--····-·-···-··--················-·········~Lakeland
Fortner, I....e.onora Mae ..........·--····---···············:................................~-··--·Kissimmee
Giddings, William Werner..............·-················-··-··--······················Winter Haven
Gorby, William McWhinney.·-·······-----·-····-················--···-······Terre Haute, .I nd·. ·
Hatchadourian, Dicran.......·--····-····--·~·······-····-·-·····--·······Constantinople, .Turkey
Heyd rich, Oswaldo ·······-····-·········~·····································-·············H av an~ · Cuba
Lawton, John Cater····-··-···-······-·······-····~·· .................................................... ;... Oviedo
N ehrling, Berthold Edwin. .......................................·.. _ ·····························:-······Goth~
Powers, Rose MacMaster........~ ................................................... :....•..Wfuter Park
Reed, George Cli.1ford ..._...................................... --.•......••.-............•_ .....Drayton Island

The School of . Music
Armstrong, Edith.. -----··················~············--·················~-···················Oakmont, Penn.
Barze, Roland ............................................................. . .:. ..................... ~ ...Winter Park
Betts, Ruby Katherine ............. '······················-:••-········· ..................................San ford
Blackman, Berkeley ·························-·-·············-······-···--··-············-····· Winter Park
Bonnell, Kathryn Eleanor............ .-......................_........................W a tervli~~ M ic·h .
Branham, John Thomas .......................... ·-·······-···············-···························O.r lando
Briley, Audry Jessie .... ...................... ·-········-········-······························-···--··· Oaklan<'.[
Broward, Enid Lysle.. ............................................................................. Jacksonville.
Brown, Winifred ...........................;.--···························-·······-···········-·····~··Orlando
Catlin, Florence..........................................................................................Chi~ago, Ill.
ylark_, Andrena .......................................~ ........................................Danbury, Conn.
Clark, Geraldine ......._••··················-··-···············-·······--········--·-·······-······-··-·--···Inverness
Clark,. Robina Ca~rie .............. ~.·-···········-·~············-··-···-····~·········Danbury, Conn.
Cornelison, · Richard Patterson. ................................................................. Lakeland
Corre, Mary Price ................................... --·-········· ........................................_...0 rmo nd .
Daniels, Mabel Eliza.........·-········- ---··································· ···-······················--·Orlando
Darby, Marie Elizabeth .................................................. ~ ..................... Winter Park
Deaderick, Mary Green ................ ___ ...................................... ·····.· ·····-•······-···.:.0 r Iando
Donaldson,_·Lesley B ruce............................ ·--·····················.· ·····Ba ttle Creek, Mich.
Drew, -H elen U sner ········· ·························-····-··-···-·-···--··-·····-···-···············~·-··· ··Orlando
Durrance, Lorene Alice...........................................:_..................................Waucbula
Fordham, Daniel Henry........ ~ ................................................... Greenport, . N. Y.
Fortner, uonora Mae...................... ·-··-········-·········-················-··········•·.• ·-Kissimmee
Froemke, Fayette Lawrence ............ --············--······-······- ~····-·······Sheldon, N. D.
· Galloway, Edna Louise ............. ····················································--····· -····-··Maitland
Gates, Katherine Maxwell. ............. ·---············••n••···········-···············Winter Haven
Harris, Martha May....... ·-·-··············-··················-·································Winter Park
Hatheway, Grace . Hamilton........................................._ ................St. , John, N .B.
Hill, Agnes Mar-guerite.........................................:.............. ~·········-·············Maitland
Hoffmann, Wilhelmina Frances........................ ~·····~··········-······ ·····-··········--Anthony

LIST OF STUDENTS
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Hooker, Ethel N ellie.....·-··-·---·-"···· -·-·· ..···--··--····~···············-··-:.···-·······._·J ackson•ille
Ideson, Eleanor Gertrude.·-·--······--·························-----·-····~--············Norw~ O.
Inman, Willis Clay·---·······-···-··-·--·····--············-·····.. -·····-··----·······wrain, O.
Jacocks, Alice Mary........··--···---··--··-·····-·---·-·----············---········-·········-·· Formosa
Magruder, Susie Eddins.......................- ....· ..·--··-··-·-·····--·-:.-~.....................Orlando
Mahaffey, Mary Margaret.. .: ... ·-····----·····----·-····---·····--·----Johnstown, Penn.
Mallory, Francis Bolton................................:.......:--··-···-······-············:... Batavia, Ill.
Marinello, Zoilo.........................:............................-·----·-······-··-Santa Clara, Cuba
McCardell, Chester Franklin.......................·-·--·-·-·-·----····.. ···St. Petersburgh
McNeill, Mary Lide......•.•·-····----·--------·--············-················Orlando
McNeill, Nora .........:........·-·--·-····-----·--·•·.•..······--······-·-···--···· .. ··--··Orlando
Melvin, Gilbert Albert..............--------··.· ····-··..---........ _...East Newmarket, Md.
Merson, Lillian ...........,._..................- .......:........ - ...······--·········-·~South Haven, Mich.
Nickerson, Harry Arthur............................................·-----·····Boothbay Harbor, Me
O'Neal, Mabelle ............................................. _, ·-·······-···· ...........................Orlando
Oslin, I...ila Rae...............·----·····-··-···-·-··-···--········---······-·--····-·--···.Mell>ourne
Pa.lm_er, utha Kate ................................. --------························--······· Windermere
Palmer, Martha ...................·-····----········-----·······-··---··..--·...····················Orlando
P escb.malin, Evelyn Maud...•................7.............................................;Cleveland, O.
Peschmann, Susanna Elizabeth... ................-·-··························--·Cleveland, O.
Phillips, Howard ·-········..············..···············-·..·············-·-······-···----···--··;.·····Orlando
Prine, Ruby Estelle......._.···-·····--·····-····················--···-···-·····-B radley Junction
Rogers, Maud Boone......... ·-·····:···········-········--··--······-·····~·························-·-·-Orlando
Schumann, Justin ...........................- - -........~---···----··············-······.;·-···········Orlando
Shepherd, Martha ··~·--·····-····-··.·-···········-·-··········································-· Winter Park
Shivler, Estelle Adams ........................ _· ·······-----··········· ...~............. Winter Park
Smith, Johnnie Marion........................ ---··-··· ..········-·········------·······-····--····· .. ·Orlando
Smith, Katie I.A>uise.......................................................................__ •• Winter Park
Smith, Mary Alberta........ ~·····-·········-···--·················· ... ···············---····Winter Park
Tilden, Clarence · Gazelle................................................................uWinter Garden
Tilden, Gla~ys May...·-·-···---··--···-·····---··-··················-··~··--········..,......Winter Garden
Twitchell, Caryl Emery······--·····-···--······-········· ······---······--·····-···········Mansfteld, 0.
Voorhees, Adelaide ·Van..9!"••···· ..·· .. -·········--···········~················~··········-·· Wooster, O.
Warner, Paul Quincy................. :. ......................................... - · ··-···---·····--·-····St. Cloud
Weston, Barbara ·············--·······-······---·-··-·····-····-··········-······-·····~·---···Brooksville
Wetherill, Dyke Delno.........................................................................Cleveland, O.
Wheldon, Mau rice· Austin.............................. -·········-···················· ·--··-·-Orange City
Wilkins, Marjorie . Lucile----····················-·····.:.,························ .......Titusville, Penn.
Womble, Jewell ·····················-············-······..·····························~·~········-·······--··Orlando

The School

o~ _: Expression

Baldwin, Celia ·J oseph~e...- . ..:·-···········~~......................................................... Archer
Boone, Edith Grace..........·.................. ..- ....·······-·--·-····-·····-··············-··········--·Orlando
Broward, Enid Lysle................................·-···········-··--····.. ········-··········-Jackson~e
Clark, Lucy Lee..........................·--····--·····-·---······················~kout Mt., Tenn.
Daniels, Mabel Eliza....................................................................................... Orlando
Drew, Helen U sner····················-·--·········-··~·--···-·······-········-·····~········--··-····OrIando
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Durrance. Lorene Alice·----················--······-·--···--········-······--·····W aucbula
Fordh~ Daniel Henry.·--···-·····---------······--·····-······..···········Greenpo!'I=, N. Y.
Hollinger, Ruth ·----·---·--··-··---·- ·--·-·····----···········-····-····--····•-·• --···-·Altoona
Hooker, Ethel N ellie...--~····························-·····---·················-·-······-····-Jacksonville

IAndstreet, Arthur Frank........·-·····-···-····-····-······---·····.;·····················-···--··..Miami
McClintoc~ J obn Burnett....·-·····-················---·-············----··-Owatonna,· Minn.
Prine. Ruby Estelle. ............ ~·····-·····---·--··-········-·-····-········--Bradley Junction
Taylor, Thomas · DeWitt...................................................................·-········-· ...Shiloh
Y owe~ Elisabeth -·-······-·······---···-··-···-····-···········------·············-·············-·Orlando

The School of Fine Arts
Campbell, Ethel ............. ·...........•............ ..................... · ··············-·····Wintei- Park
Clark, Andrena ··-···········-········-····...··-··-·····-···---·-··························Danbury, Conn.
Daniel, Do~othy ..........................................................................·-·-·-·····Traer, . Ia.
Drew, Helen U sner·········-·················-······-···················---··-························Orlando
Gibbs, Nellie Standart.........·---···························-·-··-······-·-----·······-·Winter Park
H~ Kathleen Louise .............·--···-····-·-··-························ .. ············-··········Maitland
Jacocks, Alice . Mary..................................................·--······--··-·······-·············Formosa
Lindsay, Howard George...........•..·-·················~······-·-···············-· ................Orland o
Pellerin,- Sadie Sawyer...........;-........................................................Brattleboro,. Vt.

The School of Domestic and Industrial Arts
Allen, . Mabel .........................................................................Clinton Corners, N. Y.
A very, Clelia Millicent............................................._ ................. N ew Orleans, La.
Betts, Florence Merrfil ................................~ ........ ~····-···---······--······-·· Winter • Park
Betts, Ruby Katherine...................................................................................Sanford
Bonnell, Kathryn Eleanor....·-······-··-········-········-······················Watervliet, Mich.
Broward, Enid Lysle.......................·-·-··-·-·--·······--······-··········--··········--Jacksonville
Clark, Geraldine ·········---·······------·-·-···--···--·-········· ···········-····--···················Inverness
Cl~k, Lucy ue ...................................._
........................................Lookout Mt., Tenn.
Corr~ Mary Price.................·--·············-·······-················-·····················-·······Ormond
Donaldson, Lesley Bruce......................... - - ...... Battle Creek, · Mich.
Drew, Helen U sner....·-···············-·-···--· ···-·····--··---········································-Orlando
Hoffmann, Wilhelmin Frances._••···········-··~-.-·········---··············-····················Anthony
Ideson, Eleanor Gertrude .................·-····-·----··············-···········--· . .·Norwood, O.
Jacocks, Alice Mary.....·-·····---··········-·-·-·--····························· .. ····-··············Formosa
Klingler, Alberto Barbara...·-·-···--·-----······.,···-············--··········-·········· Butler, -Penn.
Klingler, Qarrie wuise............ ············-·······--···-·---·••·••.,---•-············-Bu tier, Penn.
Moremen, May Elenor-·····-·-·················-·····-·············---·····-······-···········--·.Maitl~nd
Nickers()n, Flora Louise.:..................·-·--·-·········--·---Boothbay Harbor, Me.
Oslin, · Lila Rae................................. ·-··••·---·-··--······-··--····-·······-··· ..·····Melbourne
P aimer, I.A!tha Kate...· ·········-··.................___ ----·-·····-······ ..···-···WindermeTe
Pear~~ Mildred Lewis-....·---·····-·····-·····-·--··--.........................................Palatka
}!owers, Rose MacMaster.............................................................................Winter Pa,,rk
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Rose, StellaSmitli........·. · __ :···-·· ·...... ·......... . ··-·······----·-· ·---········· __ Winter Park ·
Sawyer, Millie · ...• ~ ......,. ..... ~ ............................. ~············-·····--···-·············~·· Winter Park
Smith, Mary.· Alberta. ·..... .····-··--····.· ······--··············-·····-·-·· ...... · .........Winter Par_k ·
Storie, Florence .. Me~cedes.~ ..·.•..._............... ·-···-·-~-.:.... _.__..........._ ..... ;..Wihter - Pa.l"k ·Story, · J osep~e Arabella............... - .....;······--···············-···---···--~·-··..Melrose~ Mass. ·
Trefethen, Nellie · ...·.. ~ ..... ~·-·~··-·-······~··---·--········--·--·············~··--···:········Winter Park
Weston,. Bar.bara . -···.···········-··~·············~·············~··.;······~-·.:..·····-:- ········:···--·····•B.rooksville

The .Busin·e ss SchooJ :. :-·
Alfonso, . Alberto Jose .............. ••····---·-·~····;··-·~···········_.·~~-··-:~···:..~Matanzas,· Cuba ·
Baldwin, Celia J osephine......... ~.·--·····------·····-··-~--•.-~--·····.... ·--·~-:-·.:··········-·~·----;Archer
Bar~ Roland ·-·---···--···-····••c _; -······ ..••••··•·•····· .··••A••··-·····, ....... ............ Wmter Park
Berger, Clifton William. ..........•....·-········-···················--··~-········---·-·····: ........ .:~. Tampa
Bont;iell, Kathryn Eleanor·············-·············:. .. :... .........·......... :..........Watervliet, .Mich.
Borden, William J oseph.....·................... ~.---····-···----·-········-·············••.•······-···~~-··Ocala
Boyer, Clarence A tkinson..u............:...... ;.........................:...... .. Philadelphia, Penn.
Broward, Elsie lsabelle ....................................... "'"........... ~·-·-····--·~--··-.:····J acksonville
Browa,:-d, Enid Lysle......... --.•···········...······--··~···········-·········-········--·--··J acksonville
13ulwirikle, Ernest . Neal........;.~~••....: ..•..~.~-···-~··;.···-·······--···· .. .:. ................. :.-····~·····Tampa
Carpenter, Merrick StowelL.......................... ..; ____ .._........ ·-·--····"e:.•.; ••.. - .•••:....OrlaQ.do
Chambless, Edwin EarL·-··--..··--·· ..··•....---.-············-·-··-···-·--·-·····::...Guines, Cuba
CQrnelison, Richard · , 1:>atterson...........................................u••,.___ ·····-.:_·~-·-···i..akeland
Dunson; Alfred Colquitt..... .;...................................~····-···--·_:_._ ..L.: ..La.Grange, Ga.
Estefani, .L uis ·Go:riz·a lez.•.••••••••••.···-······················-···-------·--········~·--Havana,· · Cuba
Foley, ·John Sherwood ..........................._ ............. _ ...........~·---Charlevo~ -~ich ..
·Galloway, . Edna Louise ... ·---·-·--······---·--·:-························'!··--·~·············-·······Ma.itland
Garbesie, Vinton. Leo ..•.:·--···---··-····.....----..... ~........................ M.oundsville, W. Va.
Gorby, William _ ~cWhi.n iley._.:...._ ..•~..... _~:-···--~··-..·····-····-·~....'I'erre Haute,, Ind.
Guiteras, J osepb ~usabio....... -·---··---~·--··---·----···~·--····--·--····---:.-.. --Mataosas, Cuba ,, .
Heydrich, Oswaldo -···-··-············· ..·······_.······.................·..............; ..:. .._.. Havana, .Cuba
Ho~ger, Ruth ··-··--····-··---·-····-····· . __ . .: ···--·····--···-····-·· · ····••.•--···--- ··-····..... Altoona
Hyres, . William ~atthew..........................~ ............................. :.. ·-··--·-··~-·~:.. .,........Orlando
I nm.an, Willis. Clay......................... --.............................................·.....~ ..............~!Arain,O.
Kates, Henry Tbomas ...U••--·--····-·~--·--=-·-·-··~---·--.:-...................~ .....................--Bonifay Klingler, Harry SamueL-..••. ~........:......- ........................................~ .....B u tler, Penn.
LaBree, Albert .Marshall, . --···-----···;..·····--··•"·····'."····-·········:. .·.·--··--·--;..~ ..........;~.D.ania
Lainhart; Donald· Clnte.....~·······-..·---·-··.······-··---····-··...............'W-es~ .Palm Beach
~e, ·Thomas . Gilbert ···--·-······-··------·----··-········· .. ··.. :.:.::=. .......!'" ••~ ••••• ;;. . .Orlando
Maba~ey, Mary Margaret.·-····-·······~··--··---····-:·· .. ··---··-··~-··-· ..···.Johnstown, Penn.:
Ma.jor, Priscilla Wells ·--·····-··-·--·~..-·...;.._._ ........................:........... ~••e:- -••·.Palmetto
Martin, Walter Ray................;.............. - ...-~~.:............. ~ .... ~............~~ ...... ~---·Winter Haven ·
Marinello, Zollo ........~ .....................~ ......... ~ .. ~ .... ~-·-····-·····-····-······· ·····Santa .Clara, Cuba
McClintock, . John Burnett. ......:.:......:...- -....... - ..·......... ~-····-······Owatonna, M.lnri..
Nehrling, Berthold•: Edwin.-... -----···· .. ········-··--···---·······-··~·-~·······.: ........ ~ ........~~···Gotha
Nickerson, Harry Arthur.••. '!••-~··· ......................~:................. Boothbay • Harbor, Me.
Palmer, utha· Kate.:.. . _........ '!·· . ···-••.•··· . -·... - ....... ~ ............:...•. _.._.·.......... WinderJ;11ere
Pellerin, Sadie Sa-wyer·······••-:-....................~~-----······-·:········.•····... - ... -~.B"J"attlebore, Vt.
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Pope, Ethel ······················-································-·································Winter Park
Porter, Henry Anthony ························-································-······~············Orlando
Prange, Carl Adolph .....................·-·····--···········•'"·•···-·····-···;············Jacksonville
Reed, George Clifford ··························-··································--····Drayton Isla.lid
Roberts, George Bisson ....................................................................Winter Park
· Rose, Edgar William --········-··········· ..························································wckhart
Stineman, James Calvin............................................ ~ .............. South Fork, Peenn.
Stone, Annie Catherine ......................................................................Winter Park
White, Edwin Borden............................................ ·-···············-······--····J acksonville
Wilson, Sara Iola ······-························-···--··························;.·········Westerly, R. r.

The Co1:Irse for Teachers
Arnette, Hetty .............................. .........•.........................:...................... wngwood
Boyle, Anna Morris .............................. ·-··········--····~-······················-······Punta Gorda
Burnette, Lillie ······················-····-··························································-·····wngwood
Cox, Luella .................................................. . ............................................. l.AJngwood
Gross, Andrew J acksan.. ·-·······-······································· ················Roanoke, Ala.
Hatchadourian, Dicran......................····-··················-····-Constantinople, Turkey
Hilton, Lula ........................................•... . ......................:........................ l.AJug~an
Hobbs, Roberta Frances ................. .;............................................................ Daytona
Hollinger, Ru th ...................................................... ·-..... .. ............................ Altoona
Hunter, Pearl. ........................................................................................Winter Park
wvell, Florence ...................................................................-.......................1.A>ngwood
Martin, Frances ............................................................•........................... ·-· .. Bokee lia
Mathers, Annie wttie .............................................................................. Maitland
Mathers, Kate Ardella .~............................................................................ Maitland
Miller, Chandler Edward ........................................ ~ ................................... Longwood ·
Thornton, Joseph William .......................................................... Plattsburg, Miss
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